Celebrate Wonder
All Ages
Celebrate Wonder All Ages is flexible Christian faith formation for children and
their families. Working with children’s ministry leaders from all over the US,
we adapted our resources to make it easier for you to adapt our resources.
Are you relaunching in-person ministry with children and their families?
This is for you.
Are you a one-room Sunday school? This is for you.
Are you doing ministry virtually? This is for you.
No matter what your ministry needs are, Celebrate Wonder All Ages makes it
easy for you to share God’s love with the children in your midst.

www.cokesburykids.com
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SCOPE AND SEQUENCE
FALL 2021 – SUMMER 2022

WHAT IS THE MOST IMPORTANT PRAYER OF ALL?

Fall 2021

Winter 2021–22

Spring 2022

Summer 2022

UNIT 1:
RECONCILIATION

UNIT 1: ADVENT

UNIT 1: LENT

UNIT 1: SPIRIT

Joseph and His Brothers
Genesis 37

Mary’s Good News
Luke 1:26-38

Ten Men with Skin Disease
Luke 17:11-19

Pentecost
Acts 2:1-41

Joseph in Egypt
Genesis 39:20–40:23

Mary and Elizabeth
Luke 1:39-66

A Blind Man Is Healed
Luke 18:35-43

Philip and the Ethiopian
Acts 8:26-40

Joseph Saves the Day
Genesis 41:1-57

Jesus’ Birth
Luke 2:1-20

The Last Supper
Matthew 26:17-35

Spiritual Gifts
1 Corinthians 12:1-11

Joseph and His Brothers
Reunited
Genesis 42:1–46:34

Simeon and Anna
Luke 2:21-38

In the Garden
Matthew 26:36-46

Fruit of the Spirit
Galatians 5:22-23

UNIT 2: AWE

UNIT 2: JOURNEY

UNIT 2: HOLY WEEK

UNIT 2: PRAISE

The Baby in the Basket
Exodus 1:8-14; 2:1-10

Jesus in the Temple
Luke 2:41-52

Peter’s Denial
Matthew 26:69-75

David Dances
2 Samuel 6:12-19

God Speaks to Moses
Exodus 3:1-22

Jesus’ Baptism
Luke 3:1-22

Palm Sunday
John 12:12-19

Shout with Joy
Psalm 100

Moses and the Pharaoh
Exodus 5:1–13:9

Temptation in the Desert
Luke 4:1-13

Easter
John 20:1-18

Praise the Lord
Psalm 150

Crossing the Sea
Exodus 13:17–14:31

Jesus in the Synagogue
Luke 4:14-30

Breakfast on the Beach
John 21:1-19

Mary’s Song
Luke 1:46-55

Moses and Miriam
Celebrate
Exodus 15:1-21

Jesus Heals
Luke 4:38-44

UNIT 3: TRUST

UNIT 3: WONDER

UNIT 3: PROCLAIM

UNIT 3: SCRIPTURE

The Wilderness
Exodus 15:22–17:7

The Five Friends
Luke 5:17-26

Paul Is Changed
Acts 9:1-20

Wise Writings
Proverbs 6:6-8; 10:1; 17:17

Healing the Man with
the Withered Hand
Luke 6:6-11

Paul Escapes with Help
Acts 9:21-25

Everything Has a Season
Ecclesiastes 3:1-8

A House for God
Exodus 25:1–31:18;
35:4–40:38

A Servant Is Healed
Luke 7:1-10

Paul and Timothy
Acts 16:1-5;
2 Timothy 1:5-7

Paul Writes to
the Corinthians
1 Corinthians 12:12-31

Elizabeth and Zechariah
Luke 1:5-25

Jairus’s Daughter
Luke 8:40-42, 49-56

Paul and Silas in Prison
Acts 16:16-40

Paul Writes to
the Philippians
Philippians 4:8-9, 13

Shipwrecked
Acts 27:1-44
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In The Most Important Prayer of All: Stella Learns
the Lord’s Prayer, a grandfather and granddaughter
talk about the Lord’s Prayer as he teaches it to her
one night and she asks questions about what it
means. This book, written by Adam Hamilton based
on conversations with his own granddaughter,
helps children ages 3–12 learn the Lord’s Prayer and
understand its meaning.
Sold in packs of 10 for churches to purchase
and give to families, this book is perfect for parents,
9781791021399 $24.99 (Pack of 10)

Learn more at Cokesbury.com or call 800-672-1789

grandparents, and other caregivers
to read with children.
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Salt and Light
Matthew 5:13-16

The Ten Commandments
Exodus 19:1–20:21
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Introducing Adam Hamilton’s
New Children’s Book
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UNIT 1: Lent
7 Session 1

Ten Men with Skin Disease

MARCH 6

15 Session 2

A Blind Man Is Healed

MARCH 13

23 Session 3

The Last Supper

MARCH 20

31 Session 4

In the Garden 			

MARCH 27

UNIT 2: Holy Week
39 Session 5

Peter’s Denial

APRIL 3

47 Session 6

Palm Sunday

APRIL 10

55 Session 7

Easter

APRIL 17

63 Session 8

Breakfast on the Beach

APRIL 24

Celebrate Wonder All Ages is a
curriculum that honors the spiritual
life of children. Celebrate Wonder
All Ages will engage children in
open-ended exploration and inquiry
of the Bible. Through experiential
activities, spiritual practices, and
reflection, Celebrate Wonder All
Ages serves as a biblical guide to
help children make meaning for
their lives. This curriculum seeks to
deepen children’s faith formation
and to create a safe space for
children to ask big questions and
claim their spiritual identity as
children of God.
Please visit CokesburyKids.com,
where you can find training videos,
blog posts, free stuff, and more.
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What Is…
Celebrate Wonder All Ages is a curriculum that seeks to celebrate
spirituality through wonder. Children are naturally spiritual beings and
everyday theologians. We want children to recognize and name this
spirituality found within themselves and in all the world around them.
This curriculum is based on spiritual practices, which are incorporated
through play, discovery, biblical exploration, faith conversation, and
relationship. Children who participate in Celebrate Wonder All Ages will
come to know and use spiritual practices as a way to deepen their faith
and to grow in their spiritual identity as children of God. These spiritual
practices then become building blocks for holy moments and enrich the
faith lives of each and every child. We hope you will come wonder with us
as we celebrate the Spirit of God in the lives of children.

The Components of…
Spiritual Practice
A spiritual practice is an intentional activity or ritual that helps you be
aware of God’s presence. For children, this means simple and tangible
practices to connect to God’s love.
Teaching children spiritual practices provides them with tools needed
to fully know themselves as children of God. This is important because
children who are equipped with these helpful daily practices can develop
deeper connections to encounter the divine.
Children are innately spiritual. Their curiosity and wonder are a model for
faith in action. Through spiritual practices, they can remain connected to
this natural spirituality. Spiritual practices come in all shapes and sizes.
In Celebrate Wonder All Ages, they are typically simple and interactive
practices for the children to develop their own ways to feel God’s
presence and to know their identity as children of God.

Celebrate Wonder All Ages
Leader Guide • Spring 2022
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Peaceful Place
The Peaceful Place is a space for the children to spend quiet time with
God. Children enjoy having a comfortable place with quiet activities when
they are feeling stressed or overwhelmed. Create a feeling of softness and
rest by using soft rugs, pillows, and stuffed animals to snuggle with in the
area. Each week there will be suggested books and quiet activities you
can choose from. Since you know your children and what they need, you
are also invited to include your own contributions to the Peaceful Place.

Wonder Table
A Wonder Table is similar to a worship altar found in many worship
spaces. It is a holy space meant to help the children see and know God
is present. We encourage you to use a smaller table that the children can
see and interact with.
Each week there are suggested items to place on the table that
coordinate with the church liturgical year and the Bible story. Suggested
items include a Bible, a candle, a colored cloth, and so forth. The table
can be used as a gathering area for the story time and for participating in
spiritual practices.

Wonder Box
The Wonder Box is a place to hold a special item that connects to the
Faith Word and to the Bible story. Each week there will be a suggested
item to place in the box. The Wonder Box is very special and is kept on
the Wonder Table. Each week you will reveal what is inside and discuss
its importance.
We encourage you to make your own Wonder Box. It can be any shape
or size, but it’s best if it has a lid. You can create your own box for the
children, or you may wish to include the children in the creation process.
The goal is for the children to come to know this box as very special. The
Wonder Box is another way for the children to engage in the Bible story
and to focus on the lesson.

Celebrate Wonder All Ages
Leader Guide • Spring 2022
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Core Resources
Celebrate Wonder All Ages has been adapted to make it easy for
ministry with children and families to happen, no matter what your
church’s current reality is. Whether you’re meeting in person all in
one room, sending materials home for families to use together,
offering a large group opening and small groups in person or
virtually, or hosting an intergenerational gathering for your whole
church, Celebrate Wonder All Ages will work for you. The Celebrate
Wonder All Ages Kit contains a Leader Guide, Reproducible Kids’
Book, Class Pack, and CD-ROM! The CD-ROM has digital copies
of the Leader Guide and Reproducible Kids’ Book.
Kit:
Leader Guide
Reproducible Kids’ Book
Class Pack
CD-ROM

Celebrate Wonder All Ages
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Core Resources
Celebrate Wonder DVD
The Celebrate Wonder DVD
features a child host who will
engage the children through
storytelling, life application, and
exploration of the Faith Word. The
DVD includes a music video and
thirteen sessions (one for each
Sunday) that are 3–5 minutes each.
CEB Bible
This interactive Bible includes
four-color icons and illustrations
throughout, with a wealth of notes,
historical facts, book introductions,
devotionals, and other interactive
elements to capture inquisitive
young minds. The Deep Blue Kids
Bible encourages a thirst for God’s
timeless message. For children
ages 7–12.
Celebrate Wonder Bible Storybook
A colorfully illustrated children’s
Bible storybook that will engage the
children through simple storytelling
and open-ended questions that
encourage the children to wonder
about the Bible story and make
connections between the Bible and
their lives. Includes 150 stories!
Great for ages 3–7.
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Supplies
These are basic supplies you will want to have readily available.
All supplies will be listed above the activity in the Leader Guide.
Box of tissues
Card stock

Markers (washable
and permanent)

Projector or
television

CD player

Metal brads

Chenille stems

Mural paper

Resealable plastic
bags

Colored and white
copy paper

Napkins

Ribbon

Paintbrushes

Colored pencils

Paper bowls

Scissors (adult and
safety)

Computer and
printer

Paper clips

Construction paper
Cotton balls

Paper or plastic table
coverings

Cotton swabs

Paper plates

Crayons

Paper punch

DVD player

Paper streamers

Glue, gluesticks

Paper towels

Hand-washing
supplies

Pencils

Index cards
Lunch-sized paper
bags

Celebrate Wonder All Ages
Leader Guide • Spring 2022
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Paper cups

Plastic containers for
paint and water
Posterboard

6

Smocks
Stapler, staples
Stickers
Tape (clear, masking,
and double-stick)
Tissue paper
Washable paint
Watercolor paints
Watercolor pencils
Wet wipes
Wooden craft sticks
Yarn
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1
And I tell you: Ask and you will receive. Seek and you will find. Knock and
the door will be opened to you. (Luke 11:9)

Ten Men with Skin Disease –
Luke 17:11-19
Prepare to Wonder
Faith Word: LENT
Ash Wednesday was this past week and officially began the church season of Lent.
Lent is the time Christians spend preparing for Easter by spending time with God. It’s
forty days (minus Sundays) of fasting, giving, and connecting. For the next forty days,
your class will learn about stories that lead Jesus to Easter. Help your kids remember
that as we all journey closer to Easter, God is always with us, loving us deeply.
Our Scripture passage for today is a healing story. The Common English Bible
translation describes the recipients of healing as “ten men with skin diseases” (Luke
17:12). The word commonly translated as leprosy in the New Testament was used
for many kinds of skin diseases ranging from psoriasis to leprosy. Regardless of what
particular skin disease the men had, the effect on their lives would have been the
same. They were required to live outside of the community, essentially in quarantine.
When people approached them they were required to shout, “Unclean, unclean.”
Jesus does not physically touch any of the men. Instead he tells them to go and
show themselves to the priest. If a person with a skin disease got better, a priest
cleared the person before he or she could come out of quarantine. As the men left
Jesus, they were healed. One of the men, upon noticing this, begins to praise God.
Although all ten men were healed, only one of them returns to thank Jesus. In this
man’s response, we find a model for responding to God’s unconditional love—praise
and thankfulness.

Spiritual Practice for Adults
For the season of Lent, set an intention for more connection with God and your
community. Is there something keeping you from connection? Do not add shame to
this Lenten practice. God loves you unconditionally. Just be open to God’s desires
for you—to have connection and meaningful relationships.

Celebrate Wonder All Ages
Leader Guide • Spring 2022 • Session 1
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Come Together
Come Together
Supplies: Class Pack, Celebrate Wonder Bible Storybook, Wonder Box, purple cloth,
battery-operated candle, clock
Prepare Ahead: Set up a Wonder Table (see p. 3) with a purple cloth, batteryoperated candle, and a Wonder Box (see p. 3). Display the Unit 1 Bible Verse Poster
(Class Pack—pp. 10 & 15) and Faith Word Poster (Class Pack—p. 22). Place a clock
inside the Wonder Box.
• Point to the Unit 1 Faith Word Poster, and invite the children to wonder about what

the word Lent means.
• Invite the kids to join you in a circle.

SAY: This month we are hearing stories about Jesus. In today’s, he heals ten men.
ASK: What’s your favorite story about Jesus?
• Take a few minutes to talk about their favorite Jesus story.
• We recommend reading a story each week from the Celebrate Wonder Bible

Storybook. Allow an elementary kid to read, “Ten Men With Skin Diseases”
(pp. 232–3), from the storybook.
PRAY: Dear God, Jesus healed ten men so they could be with their families. Amen.

Ten Men With Skin Disease – Preschool
Supplies: Reproducible Kids’ Book, crayons
Prepare Ahead: Photocopy “Ten Men With Skin Disease” (Reproducible 1A)
for each preschooler.
• Invite the preschoolers to use crayons to color the picture. Invite elementary kids

to help the preschoolers follow the directions on the pages.
SAY: Jesus healed ten men and one came back to say thank you.

Ten Men Maze – Younger Elementary
Supplies: Reproducible Kids’ Book, crayons, colored pencils
Prepare Ahead: Photocopy “Ten Men Maze” (Reproducible 1B) for each child.
• Invite the kids to solve the maze and then color the picture.

Celebrate Wonder All Ages
Leader Guide • Spring 2022 • Session 1
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Who is Missing? – Older Elementary
Supplies: Reproducible Kids’ Book, pencils
Prepare Ahead: Photocopy “Who is Missing?” (Reproducible 1C) for each child.
SAY: Jesus met ten men with skin diseases. He knew that they were in quarantine
and weren’t allowed to see their families and community. Jesus wanted them to be
able to return to their community, so he healed all ten men.
ASK: Who might be missing from our church community?
SAY: Look at your pages. Draw the missing men and then color the picture.
• Invite the kids to draw the missing men and color the picture.

Accessibility Audit – All Ages
Supplies: Reproducible Kids’ Book, pencils
Prepare Ahead: Photocopy “Disability Audit” (Reproducible 1D) for each child.
SAY: In today’s Bible story, Jesus heals ten men with skin diseases. They had been in
quarantine away from everyone they knew and loved. Jesus wanted to help them be
with their families and friends, so he healed them. That made it possible for the men
to participate.
SAY: Today there are still people who might not have all of the help they need
to participate in our community. We’re going to do an accessibility audit of our
church to see if our church makes it easy or hard for all people to participate.
• Invite the kids to walk around the church grounds together to do the

accessibility audit.
• Encourage the kids to share their finding with you and the senior pastor.

Celebrate Wonder All Ages
Leader Guide • Spring 2022 • Session 1
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Wonder Time
Interactive Bible Story
Supplies: Reproducible Kids’ Book
Prepare Ahead: Photocopy today’s Take-Home Pages from the Reproducible Kids’
Book, 1F–1G. Display the Unit 1 Bible Verse Poster (Class Pack—pp. 10 & 15).
• Invite several readers to take turns reading the story, one section at a time.

ASK: What do you think will happen to the ten men next?

Share a Story
Supplies: Celebrate Wonder DVD, TV, DVD player
• Invite the children to join you, and to sit in a circle on the floor.
• Watch the Session 1 video (Celebrate Wonder DVD).

Wonder with Me
Supplies: Class Pack, Wonder Box, scissors
Prepare Ahead: Lay out the Unit 1 and Unit 2 Wonder Story Mats (Class Pack—pp. 11
& 14, 8 & 17). Attach the posters together to create the Lent and Holy Week Timeline.
Cut out the Unit 1 story figures (Class Pack—6).
• Place the Wonder Box on the Unit 1 & 2 Wonder Story Mat.

SAY: Today’s Faith Word is Lent.
• Show the children the Unit 1 Faith Word Poster (Class Pack—p. 22).

SAY: Lent is a time when Christians prepare for Easter by spending time with God.
• Point to the events on the Unit 1 & 2 Wonder Story Mat.

WONDER together:
❍ What can you do to spend time with God?
❍ What do you think the story of the ten men teaches us?
❍ How did the men feel in today’s story?
• Add the figure to the timeline.
• Open the Wonder Box to reveal the clock.

WONDER: What does a clock have to do with Lent?

Celebrate Wonder All Ages
Leader Guide • Spring 2022 • Session 1
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Experience Wonder
Reverse Musical Chairs (Game)
Supplies: music, chairs
Prepare Ahead: Set one chair out in the middle for the children to walk around. Have
one chair per person ready to add to the growing circle.
SAY: Once the men were healed they were allowed to go back to their community.
We’re going to play a game to help us remember this story—reverse musical chairs.
We will add a chair each round, so more and more people are included.
• Play the music and invite the children to walk around the chair.
• Stop the music and encourage one child to sit in the chair.
• Add another chair and play another round.
• Play several rounds, until everyone has a chair in the circle.

WONDER: Why do you think it was important to Jesus for the ten men to get to be
included in their community?

Examine the Bible Verse
SAY: Our Unit 1 Bible verse is Luke 11:19. Find it in your Bibles.
ASK: Is the Book of Luke in the Old or New Testament? (New) Where is Luke located
in the New Testament? (in the Gospel books) In what chapter of Luke is our verse
located? (11) What is the verse number? (19)
• Gather the kids around the Unit 1 Bible Verse Poster. Read it together.

ASK: What is the reference for our verse? (Luke 11:19)
SAY: Our Bible verse reminds us that God is always with us, helping us as we wonder
and grow.

Peaceful Place
Supplies: copies of the Unit 1 Faith Word (Leader Guide—p. 113); Celebrate Wonder
Bible Storybook; suggested book: What Will Grow?, by Jennifer Ward; paper;
crayons or markers; purple items
Tip: All of the supplies/activities suggested for the Peaceful Place are optional.
• Assist the children, as needed, as they interact with the items provided.
• Invite the children to make thank-you cards for someone in their lives.
• Encourage the children to color the Unit 1 Faith Word coloring page.

Celebrate Wonder All Ages
Leader Guide • Spring 2022 • Session 1
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Go in Peace
Spiritual Practice – Exploring Lent Through Asking
SAY: A spiritual practice is something we do to help us connect to and spend time
with God. During the church season of Lent, we will do the same practice each
week—a special Lenten movement prayer. A movement prayer uses words and
movements to connect our minds, bodies, and hearts to God.
• Guide the children through a spiritual practice:
❍ Invite the children to stand up and spread out so everyone has

enough space for the prayer.
❍ Encourage the children to repeat your words and mirror your

movements.
PRAY: Repeat after me:
Dear Loving God, (praying hands)
we have made it (arms overhead and jump in the air)
to the season of Lent— (point to wrist like you would to a wristwatch)
the time we each prepare for Easter. (tap wrist like you would to a wristwatch)
Please prepare our hearts, (point to your heart)
our minds, (point to your head)
and our bodies (flex your muscles)
to do your work in our world. (march in place)
Help us connect to you (clasp your hands)
so we can connect with others. (reach arms out to the side)
Amen. (praying hands)
SAY: This week spend some time with God.
• Bless the children before they leave. Touch each child on the hand as you

say this blessing:
“May you always feel connected to God.”

Family Spiritual Practice
SAY: Let’s take a look at your Take-Home Pages for today (Reproducibles 1F–1G).
Ask your family to participate in this week’s spiritual practice. Countdown to Easter
using the Lenten Calendar for the next forty days as a family.

Celebrate Wonder All Ages
Leader Guide • Spring 2022 • Session 1
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Supplemental Activities
Preschoolers – Ten!
Supplies: craft pom poms, paper bowlsSing the verses to the tune of “The Farmer
in the Dell.”
• Set out a large number of craft pom poms.
• Give each child a paper bowl.
• Invite each child to count out ten pom poms and place them in their bowls.

SAY: Ten men came to Jesus. Help me count to ten! 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10! Let’s
pray a prayer using the number ten.
• Invite the group to come up with ten things they are thankful for.
• Pray for the group using the list of ten things.

Early Elementary – Getting to Know You
Supplies: beach ball
SAY: The ten men wanted to go back home. They had people they loved and missed
and knew well. Let’s get to know each other better!
• Have the kids stand in a circle.
• Choose one child to begin the game. That child will toss the ball to someone and

ask a question, like how many people are in your family.
• The child who catches the ball must answer the question and then toss the ball to

someone else asking another question.
• Keep going until everyone has asked and answered at least one question.

Some example questions:
❍ How many siblings do you have?
❍ Do you have any pets?
❍ Where is your favorite place to eat? Give each child a some paper

and something to draw with.
• Invite each child to each draw a dream he or she had or of one of the

prisoners’ dreams.

Celebrate Wonder All Ages
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Older Elementary – Having a Relationship With God
Supplies: Bibles, card stock, markers, optional: washi tape, stickers
WONDER: What can we do to have a relationship with God? (no answer is wrong)
SAY: In our Bible, there is a passage that shows us some ways to have a relationship
with God. Let’s find Matthew 25.
• Invite the kids to look up and read Matthew 25:31-46.

ASK: What did the people to for Jesus in this passage? (fed the hungry, gave drinks
to the thirsty, welcomed the stranger, clothed the naked, cared for the sick, and
visited the prisoner)
SAY: When we do these things, we are having a relationship with God and the
people we are helping. Let’s make cards for the people who are on our prayer list.
• Encourage the kids to create cards for people on the prayer list. Have them pay

special attention to the people on the list who are sick.

Intergenerational Activity – Serving Our Community
SAY: The men in today’s story were left out of their community.
ASK: Who is left out of our community? (maybe it’s people who are unhoused,
people in prison, poor people, LGBTQ people, or people of color)
WONDER: What might today’s story teach us about this?
SAY: We can include all people! Let’s find an organization that helps include a group
we are most passionate about.
• Invite the group to decide what group of people they would like to serve.
• Brainstorm local organizations that support the people affected by these issues.
• Support the organization!

Celebrate Wonder All Ages
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2
And I tell you: Ask and you will receive. Seek and you will find. Knock and
the door will be opened to you. (Luke 11:9)

A Blind Man Is Healed –
Luke 18:35-43
Prepare to Wonder
Faith Word: LENT
Stories of Jesus healing a man or men who were blind are found in all four Gospels,
though the accounts vary. Luke’s story places the man who is blind is on the road
outside of Jericho asking for help. As Jesus approached, the man shouted out,
“Jesus, Son of David, show me mercy.” Although he cannot see Jesus, he recognizes
Jesus as the Son of David, fulfilling the promise made at Jesus’ birth that he would
inherit the throne of his ancestor David.
The people around the man tell him to be quiet. But the man refused to be quieted
and instead shouted louder so that Jesus heard him. Jesus stopped and asked for
the man to be brought to him. Jesus asked the man what he wanted Jesus to do for
him. When the man says he wants to see, Jesus tells him his faith has healed him.
After the man regained his sight, he began to follow Jesus. The man realized that
Jesus’ power came from God.
As Christians, we often repeat a variant of the man’s cry for mercy as a part of our
prayers. When we pray, “Jesus, have mercy,” or “Christ, have mercy,” it reminds us of
God’s always present mercy.

Spiritual Practice for Adults
For the season of Lent, set an intention for more connection with God and your
community. Is there something keeping you from connection? Do not add shame to
this Lenten practice. God loves you unconditionally. Just be open to God’s desires
for you—to have connection and meaningful relationships.
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Come Together
Come Together
Supplies: Class Pack, Celebrate Wonder Bible Storybook, Wonder Box, purple cloth,
battery-operated candle, magnet
Prepare Ahead: Set up a Wonder Table (see p. 3) with a purple cloth, batteryoperated candle, and a Wonder Box (see p. 3). Display the Unit 1 Bible Verse Poster
(Class Pack—pp. 10 & 15) and Faith Word Poster (Class Pack—p. 22). Place a magnet
inside the Wonder Box.
• Point to the Unit 1 Faith Word Poster, and invite the children to wonder about what

the word Lent means.
• Invite the kids to join you in a circle.

SAY: This month we are hearing stories about Jesus. In today’s story he heals a man
who is blind.
ASK: Why do you think Jesus restored the man’s sight?
• Take a few minutes to talk about their favorite Jesus story.
• We recommend reading a story each week from the Celebrate Wonder Bible

Storybook. Allow an elementary kid to read, “A Blind Man Is Healed” (pp. 234–5),
from the storybook.
PRAY: Dear God, thank you for including everyone in your love. Amen.

A Blind Man is Healed – Preschool
Supplies: Reproducible Kids’ Book, crayons
Prepare Ahead: Photocopy “A Blind Man Is Healed” (Reproducible 2A) for each
preschooler.
• Invite the preschoolers to use crayons to color the picture. Invite elementary kids to

help the preschoolers follow the directions on the pages.
SAY: A man who was born blind knew what he wanted and nothing would stop him
from getting that. He called out to Jesus and asked Jesus to heal him.

Hidden Word – Younger Elementary
Supplies: Reproducible Kids’ Book, crayons, colored pencils
Prepare Ahead: Photocopy “Hidden Word” (Reproducible 2B) for each child.
• Invite the kids to find and circle the letters hidden in the picture.
• Encourage the kids to color the picture.
Celebrate Wonder All Ages
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Missing Vowels – Older Elementary
Supplies: Reproducible Kids’ Book, pencils, CEB Bible
Prepare Ahead: Photocopy “Missing Vowels” (Reproducible 2C) for each child.
• Invite the children to add the correct vowels to each word to complete this month’s

memory verse.
• If they need help, encourage them to look up the verse in a CEB Bible.

Lenten Wonder Cube – All Ages
Supplies: Reproducible Kids’ Book, card stock, crayons or markers, gluesticks
Prepare Ahead: Photocopy “Lenten Wonder Cube” (Reproducible 2D) onto card
stock for each child.
SAY: We are in the church season of Lent. Lent is the time when Christians prepare
for Easter by spening time with God. The season lasts forty days not including
Sundays. Each Sunday we celebrate a mini-Easter when we come to worship with our
church families.
SAY: We can prepare for Easter with our families. These cubes have ideas on what
we can do together.
• Invite the kids to color their cubes.
• Encourage the kids to cut the cubes out along the dotted lines.
• Invite the kids to fold their cubes along the solid lines.
• Encourage the kids to add glue to the tabs and glue the cube together.
• Set the cubes aside to dry and then send them home with each child.

Wonder Time
Interactive Bible Story
Supplies: Reproducible Kids’ Book
Prepare Ahead: Photocopy today’s Take-Home Pages from the Reproducible Kids’
Book, 2F–2G. Display the Unit 1 Bible Verse Poster (Class Pack—pp. 10 & 15).
• Invite several readers to take turns reading the story, one section at a time.

WONDER: What do you want the most?
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Share a Story
Supplies: Celebrate Wonder DVD, TV, DVD player
• Invite the children to join you, and to sit in a circle on the floor.
• Watch the Session 2 video (Celebrate Wonder DVD).

Wonder with Me
Supplies: Class Pack, Wonder Box, scissors
Prepare Ahead: Lay out the Unit 1 and Unit 2 Wonder Story Mats (Class Pack—pp. 11
& 14, 8 & 17). Attach the posters together to create the Lent and Holy Week Timeline.
Cut out the Unit 1 story figures (Class Pack—6).
• Place the Wonder Box on the Unit 1 & 2 Wonder Story Mat.

SAY: Today’s Faith Word is Lent.
• Show the children the Unit 1 Faith Word Poster (Class Pack—p. 4).

SAY: Lent is a time when Christians prepare for Easter by spening time with God.
• Point to the events on the Unit 1 & 2 Wonder Story Mat.

WONDER together:
❍ What can you do to spend time with God?
❍ What do you think the story of the man who was blind teaches us?
❍ Why did the man keep shouting after he was shushed?
• Add the figure to the timeline.
• Open the Wonder Box to reveal the magnet.

WONDER: What does a magnet have to do with the story?

Experience Wonder
Noisy Telephone (Game)
Supplies: none
SAY: There was a large crowd in today’s story. But even over their noise, Jesus heard
the man shouting for him.
• Invite the kids to sit in a circle to play the game.
• Encourage the kids to make noise while the group plays “Telephone.”
• Whisper, “Jesus, have mercy,” into the ear of the child sitting next to you.

Encourage them to whisper what they hear to the child next to them. The last child
in the circle will share what they heard.
Celebrate Wonder All Ages
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• Play several rounds until everyone has gotten to be the last person in the circle.

ASK: Was it hard to hear what was being shared with so much noise?
WONDER: Why do you think the man kept trying to get Jesus’ attention?

Examine the Bible Verse
SAY: Our Unit 1 Bible verse is Luke 11:19. Find it in your Bibles.
ASK: Is the Book of Luke in the Old or New Testament? (New) Where is Luke located
in the New Testament? (in the Gospel books) In what chapter of Luke is our verse
located? (11) What is the verse number? (19)
• Gather the kids around the Unit 1 Bible Verse Poster. Read it together.

ASK: What is the reference for our verse? (Luke 11:19)
SAY: Our Bible verse reminds us that God is always with us, helping us as we wonder
and grow.

Peaceful Place
Supplies: copies of the Unit 1 Faith Word (Leader Guide—p. 113); Celebrate Wonder
Bible Storybook; suggested book: Love Matters Most, by Mij Kelly; paper crayons or
markers; purple items; peaceful music; musical instruments
Tip: All of the supplies/activities suggested for the Peaceful Place are optional.
• Assist the children, as needed, as they interact with the items provided.
• Invite the children to listen to or play peaceful music.
• Encourage the children to color the Unit 1 Faith Word coloring page.

Go in Peace
Spiritual Practice – Exploring Lent Through Asking
SAY: A spiritual practice is something we do to help us connect to and spend time
with God. During the church season of Lent, we will do the same practice each
week—a special Lenten movement prayer. A movement prayer uses words and
movements to connect our minds, bodies, and hearts to God.
• Guide the children through a spiritual practice:
❍ Invite the children to stand up and spread out so everyone has

enough space for the prayer.
❍ Encourage the children to repeat your words and mirror your

movements.
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PRAY: Repeat after me:
Dear Loving God, (praying hands)
we have made it (arms overhead and jump in the air)
to the season of Lent— (point to wrist like you would to a wristwatch)
the time we each prepare for Easter. (tap wrist like you would to a wristwatch)
Please prepare our hearts, (point to your heart)
our minds, (point to your head)
and our bodies (flex your muscles)
to do your work in our world. (march in place)
Help us connect to you (clasp your hands)
so we can connect with others. (reach arms out to the side)
Amen. (praying hands)
SAY: This week spend some time with God.
• Bless the children before they leave. Touch each child on the hand as you

say this blessing: “May you always feel connected to God.”

Family Spiritual Practice
SAY: Let’s take a look at your Take-Home Pages for today (Reproducibles 2F–2G).
Ask your family to participate in this week’s spiritual practice and to use the Lenten
Wonder Cube. Remember to countdown to Easter using the Lenten Calendar for the
next forty days as a family.
• Give the children who missed Session 1 a copy of the Lenten Calendar

(Reproducible 1E).

Supplemental Activities
Preschoolers – Magnet Science
Supplies: magnets of a variety of strengths, a basket of items (some should be
magnetic and some should not)
• Have the children interact with the magnets and the items.

ASK: Which items stick to the magnets?
SAY: The man in this week’s story was often left out because he couldn’t see.
ASK: Have you ever been left out? What happened? How did it feel?
SAY: It makes me sad when I feel left out. But when someone invites me, I feel
connected and loved! Just like the magnet when it connects to magnetic items.
WONDER: How can we connect with friends so everyone feels included?
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Early Elementary – Binoculars (Art)
Supplies: Reproducible Kids’ Book, crayons, paper, scissors, tape
Prepare Ahead: Photocopy “Binoculars” (Reproducible 2E) for each child.
SAY: The man in this week’s story was often left out becuase he couldn’t see. The
people in his community started ignoring him. He wasn’t seen by the community.
Let’s make binoculars so we can be on the lookout for anyone left out.
• Give each child a copy of “Binoculars” and something to color with.
• Invite the kids to color the binoculars and then cut them out.
• Help the kids cut out the eye holes.
• Encourage the kids to roll their rectangles into tubes. Help them tape their tubes,

so they stay rolled up.
• Invite the kids to stick the tubes into the eye holes.

SAY: Can you see someone who needs a little extra love today?

Older Elementary – Improv of the Story
Supplies: none
SAY: We’re going to improvise (that means make up on the spot) a play for the
younger kids. The play is today’s Bible story!
• Invite the kids to choose parts from today’s story.
• Invite the kids to improvise the story for the younger kids.
• Once finished, ask the older kids about their experience.
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Intergenerational Activity – Different Versions
Note: Each week we will feature a special intergenerational activity. Plan to invite
youth and adults to join you for these activities.
Supplies: Bibles
SAY: There are four books of the Bible that tell about Jesus’ life and ministry.
ASK: What do we call the books of the Bible that tell about Jesus’ life and ministry?
(the Gospels) What are the four Gospels? (Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John)
SAY: Our Bible story today is from the Gospel of Luke.
• Encourage everyone to find Luke 18:35-43 in their Bibles.
• Let everyone follow along while you read Luke 18:35-43 aloud.

SAY: Some stories about Jesus are only told in one of the Gospels. Other stories
appear in more than one Gospel. When a story is found in more than one Gospel,
some of the details may be different.
• Have everyone find Mark 10:46-52 in their Bibles.
• Encourage everyone to follow along while you read Mark 10:46-52 aloud.
• Invite everyone to compare the two versions of this story.

ASK: What is similar about this story in Mark and Luke? What is different about the
two versions of the story?
SAY: The Gospels were written years after Jesus’ death and resurrection. The
writers of the Gospels wrote the stories the way they remembered them happening.
Although many of the stories are similar, sometimes the details are different. In both
Mark and Luke’s versions of the story, Bartimaeus shouted to get Jesus’ attention.
And when Jesus asked the blind man what he wanted, he told Jesus he wanted to
see. As we close in prayer today, I will allow some time for silent prayer. During that
time, imagine Jesus is asking you what you want. Silently tell God what you need
today.
PRAY: Loving God, thank you for the stories of your son, Jesus. We can imagine
Jesus asking us, as he asked Bartimaeus, “What do you want me to do for you?” We
bring our wants and needs to you, God, as we pray silently. (Allow a few moments of
silence.) Thank you for hearing our prayers, today and always. We pray in the name
of your son, Jesus. Amen.
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And I tell you: Ask and you will receive. Seek and you will find. Knock and
the door will be opened to you. (Luke 11:9)

The Last Supper –
Matthew 26:17-35
Prepare to Wonder
Faith Word: LENT
Many of the stories we know about Jesus’ ministry involve a meal of some kind. The
act of eating together fostered fellowship between Jesus and his disciples, the
crowds, and the outcasts. Probably the most well-known meal Jesus and his disciples
shared is the one we refer to as the Last Supper, Eucharist, or the Lord’s Supper.
Jesus sent his disciples into Jerusalem to make preparations for the celebration of
the Passover meal. The guestroom that Jesus and his disciples used to celebrate
Passover is described in the Gospel of Luke as a large upstairs room. It was probably
accessible by an outside staircase. As it was tradition for Jews to travel to Jerusalem
for the celebration of the Passover, such rooms were rented to visitors to Jerusalem.
Jesus shared bread and wine with his disciples as part of the Passover meal.
When Jesus offers the cup to his disciples he refers to it as a new covenant. God
made a covenant with Moses and the Israelites when God gave them the Ten
Commandments. Jesus indicates that through him God is making a new covenant.
We remember these actions of Jesus each time we celebrate Communion.
We don’t have to wait for Communion to remember Jesus. Each time you share
a meal with someone, remember all of the meals Jesus shared with his disciples
and other followers. Fellowshipping with one another is one way we follow Jesus’
teaching to love one another. It is difficult to dislike someone when you are sharing a
meal together.

Spiritual Practice for Adults
For the season of Lent, set an intention for more connection with God and your
community. Is there something keeping you from connection? Do not add shame to
this Lenten practice. God loves you unconditionally. Just be open to God’s desires
for you—to have connection and meaningful relationships.
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Come Together
Come Together
Supplies: Class Pack, Celebrate Wonder Bible Storybook, Wonder Box, purple cloth,
battery-operated candle, plate and cup
Prepare Ahead: Set up a Wonder Table (see p. 3) with a purple cloth, batteryoperated candle, and a Wonder Box (see p. 3). Display the Unit 1 Bible Verse Poster
(Class Pack—pp. 10 & 15) and Faith Word Poster (Class Pack—p. 22). Place a plate
and cup inside the Wonder Box.
• Point to the Unit 1 Faith Word Poster, and invite the children to wonder about what

the word Lent means.
• Invite the kids to join you in a circle.

SAY: This month we are hearing stories about Jesus. In today’s story he shares a
special meal with his friends.
ASK: What’s your favorite meal?
• Take a few minutes to talk about their favorite Jesus story.
• We recommend reading a story each week from the Celebrate Wonder Bible

Storybook. Allow an elementary kid to read, “The Last Supper” (pp. 162–3),
from the storybook.
PRAY: Dear God, help us remember the stories of Jesus. Amen.

The Last Supper – Preschool
Supplies: Reproducible Kids’ Book, crayons
Prepare Ahead: Photocopy “The Last Supper” (Reproducible 3A) for each preschooler.
• Invite the preschoolers to use crayons to color the picture. Invite elementary kids to

help the preschoolers follow the directions on the pages.
SAY: Every year the Jewish people went to Jerusalem to eat a special meal. But this
time, Jesus made it even more special!

Hidden Word – Younger Elementary
Supplies: Reproducible Kids’ Book, crayons, colored pencils
Prepare Ahead: Photocopy “What Doesn’t Belong?” (Reproducible 3B) for each child.
• Invite the kids to find and circle the things that don’t belong.
• Encourage the kids to color the picture.
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Scrambled Story – Older Elementary
Supplies: Reproducible Kids’ Book, pencils, CEB Bible
Prepare Ahead: Photocopy “Scrambled Story” (Reproducible 3C) for each child.
• Invite the kids to unscramble the words to solve the puzzle. If they need help

solving the puzzle, they can find the story in their Bibles.
SAY: What do you think these words have to do with today’s Bible story?

Jesus’ Words – All Ages
Supplies: Reproducible Kids’ Book, card stock, white crayons, watercolor paints,
paintbrushes, cups of water for rinsing paintbrushes
Prepare Ahead: Photocopy “Jesus’ Words” (Reproducible 3D) onto card stock
for each child.
SAY: Jesus blessed and broke a loaf of bread and gave it to his friends saying,
“Remember me.” When we gather for Communion, we remember Jesus and his
words from this story.
• Invite the kids to color the words with a white crayon.
• Encourage the kids to paint their pictures to reveal Jesus’ words.
• Set the paintings aside to dry and then send them home with the kids.

Wonder Time
Interactive Bible Story
Supplies: Reproducible Kids’ Book
Prepare Ahead: Photocopy today’s Take-Home Pages from the Reproducible Kids’
Book, 3F–3G. Display the Unit 1 Bible Verse Poster (Class Pack—pp. 10 & 15).
• Invite several readers to take turns reading the story, one section at a time.

WONDER: What is your favorite story of Jesus?

Share a Story
Supplies: Celebrate Wonder DVD, TV, DVD player
• Invite the children to join you, and to sit in a circle on the floor.
• Watch the Session 3 video (Celebrate Wonder DVD).
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Wonder with Me
Supplies: Class Pack, Wonder Box, scissors
Prepare Ahead: Lay out the Unit 1 and Unit 2 Wonder Story Mats (Class Pack—pp. 11
& 14, 8 & 17). Attach the posters together to create the Lent and Holy Week Timeline.
Cut out the Unit 1 story figures (Class Pack—6).
• Place the Wonder Box on the Unit 1 & 2 Wonder Story Mat.

SAY: Today’s Faith Word is Lent.
• Show the children the Unit 1 Faith Word Poster (Class Pack—p. 22).

SAY: Lent is a time when Christians prepare for Easter by spending time with God.
• Point to the events on the Unit 1 & 2 Wonder Story Mat.

WONDER together:
❍ What is your favorite part of this story?
❍ Why do you think Jesus chose bread and juice?
❍ What makes a meal with your community “fellowship” and not

just eating food?
• Add the figure to the timeline.
• Open the Wonder Box to reveal the plate and cup.

WONDER: What does a plate and cup have to do with the story?

Experience Wonder
Altar Table Runner (Collaborative Art)
Supplies: butcher paper, markers
Prepare Ahead: Cut the butcher paper into a 10-foot table runner. Write “Remember
me.” on the center of the runner.
SAY: We’ve been hearing stories of Jesus over the last few weeks.
ASK: Which story about Jesus is your favorite?
SAY: We’re going to make a table runner for the altar in our sancturary covered in
pictures of our favorite stories of Jesus.
• Invite the kids to sit around the butcher paper table runner.
• Encourage the kids to draw a picture from their favorite Jesus story.

WONDER: Why do you think we remember these stories?
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Examine the Bible Verse
SAY: Our Unit 1 Bible verse is Luke 11:19. Find it in your Bibles.
ASK: Is the Book of Luke in the Old or New Testament? (New) Where is Luke located
in the New Testament? (in the Gospel books) In what chapter of Luke is our verse
located? (11) What is the verse number? (19)
• Gather the kids around the Unit 1 Bible Verse Poster. Read it together.

ASK: What is the reference for our verse? (Luke 11:19)
SAY: Our Bible verse reminds us that God is always with us, helping us as we wonder
and grow.

Peaceful Place
Supplies: copies of the Unit 1 Faith Word (Leader Guide—p. 113); Celebrate Wonder
Bible Storybook; suggested book: The Kissing Hand, by Audrey Penn; paper;
crayons or markers; purple items; pretend food
Tip: All of the supplies/activities suggested for the Peaceful Place are optional.
• Assist the children, as needed, as they interact with the items provided.
• Invite the children to pretend to serve a meal using the pretend food.
• Encourage the children to color the Unit 1 Faith Word coloring page.

Go in Peace
Spiritual Practice – Exploring Lent Through Asking
SAY: A spiritual practice is something we do to help us connect to and spend time
with God. During the church season of Lent, we will do the same practice each
week—a special Lenten movement prayer. A movement prayer uses words and
movements to connect our minds, bodies, and hearts to God.
• Guide the children through a spiritual practice:
❍ Invite the children to stand up and space out.
❍ Encourage the children to repeat your words and mirror your

movements.
PRAY: Repeat after me:
Dear Loving God, (praying hands)
we have made it (arms overhead and jump in the air)
to the season of Lent— (point to wrist like you would to a wristwatch)
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the time we each prepare for Easter. (tap wrist like you would to a wristwatch)
Please prepare our hearts, (point to your heart)
our minds, (point to your head)
and our bodies (flex your muscles)
to do your work in our world. (march in place)
Help us connect to you (clasp your hands)
so we can connect with others. (reach arms out to the side)
Amen. (praying hands)
SAY: This week spend some time with God.
• Bless the children before they leave. Touch each child on the hand as you

say this blessing: “May you always feel connected to God.”

Family Spiritual Practice
SAY: Let’s take a look at your Take-Home Pages for today (Reproducibles 3F–3G).
Ask your family to participate in this week’s spiritual practice and to use the Lenten
Wonder Cube you made last week. Remember to countdown to Easter using the
Lenten Calendar for the next forty days as a family.
• Give the children who missed Session 1 a copy of the Lenten Calendar

(Reproducible 1E).
• Give the children who missed Session 2 a copy of the Lenten Wonder Cube

(Reproducible 2D).

Supplemental Activities
Preschoolers – Tissue Paper Communion Cup
Supplies: clear plastic cups, white glue, water, paintbrushes, tissue paper in many colors
Prepare Ahead: Cut the tissue paper into 1” by 1” squares. Mix equal parts glue and
water in a couple of the plastic cups.
• Give each child a clear plastic cup and a paintbrush.
• At each table, lay out tissue paper squares and set a cup of the glue mixture for the

children to share.
SAY: In today’s story, we heard about Jesus sharing a special meal with his friends.
During the meal, Jesus passed a cup of grape juice around and said it was the
cup of a new covenant. A covenant is a special promise between God and people.
Whenever we drink from the special Communion cup at church, we are remembering
this special promise.
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ASK: Have you ever made a special promise? What was it?
SAY: Let’s make a special cup to remind us of the special promise God makes with
us—to always love us and be with us!
• Invite the children to paint the glue mixture on the outside of their cups.
• Encourage the children to stick tissue paper onto their cups. The cups will look like

stained glass.
• Invite the children to paint a layer of the glue mixture over the tissue paper.
• Set the cups aside to dry.

Early Elementary – Remember This
Supplies: none
• Invite the children stand up.

SAY: Let’s play a game to see how many things you can remember at one time. I am
going to give you a series of commands. When I am done, I want you to do all the
things I told you to do in the order I told them to you. We’ll start out easy.
• Give a command such as, “Jump.”
• After the children have followed the command, add another action, such as,

“Jump, clap.”
• Continue to add one action at a time until the command becomes too long for

children to remember.
• Invite children to take turns giving add-on commands for the rest of the children

to follow.
TIP: Other possible action commands include: stomp, snap, turn around, hop,
pat your head, leap.
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Older Elementary – News Reporters
Supplies: paper, pencils
SAY: You might have heard this story a lot of times by this point in your lives. Instead
of just listening to the story, let’s act like news reporters.
ASK: What would a news reporter do if they walked into the Upper Room and saw
Jesus sharing his last supper with his friends?
SAY: They’d probably ask the 5Ws: who, what, when, where, and why. Let’s do some
investigative journalism and answer these questions about this story.
• Invite the kids to talk with each other about the story using the 5Ws.
• Encourage each child to write down a newspaper article based on the

conversation.
• Once finished, invite the kids to share their stories about the Last Supper.

Intergenerational Activity – Unleavened Bread
Note: Each week we will feature a special intergenerational activity. Plan to invite
youth and adults to join you for these activities.
Supplies: Reproducible Kids’ Book, whole wheat flour, sugar, salt, olive oil, water
Prepare Ahead: Make a few copies of “Unleavened Bread Recipe” (Reproducible 3E).
SAY: Every year the Jewish people celebrate a special holiday called Passover.
Passover is a special meal that celebrates when God freed the people from slavery in
Eygpt. Since Jesus was Jewish, he celebrated Passover every year.
SAY: But our story today is about the last time Jesus shared this meal with his friends,
the disciples. Jesus added some new parts to the Passover meal. He took bread and
shared it with his friends, asking them to remember him everytime they ate bread.
Then he took a cup of wine (grape juice) and shared it with his friends, saying that
this cup was the symbol of a new covenant between God and the people. He asked
the disciples to remember him anytime they drank wine.
WONDER: Why do you think Jesus chose the bread and the wine as the reminders?
Why not something else on the table?
SAY: Today we remember this last supper Jesus shared with his friends during
Communion when we share bread and juice. We’re going to bake unleavened bread,
the kind of bread Jesus would have shared with his friends, and remember the
stories of Jesus we’ve heard this month.
• Pass out the Unleavened Bread recipe to groups of four people.
• Invite the participants to follow the recipe.
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4
And I tell you: Ask and you will receive. Seek and you will find. Knock and
the door will be opened to you. (Luke 11:9)

In the Garden – Matthew 26:36-46
Prepare to Wonder
Faith Word: LENT
The story of Jesus’ visit to the garden of Gethsemane to pray before his arrest and
death is one that appears in all four Gospels. As is often the case, the story differs
slightly in each account. But in every account, Jesus displays his humanness.
We are told Jesus knows his time of death is drawing near. When Jesus goes to the
garden to pray, we see him sad and anxious as he contemplates the events to come.
Jesus also wants human companionship. He takes Peter, James, and John with him
as he goes further into the garden. Jesus begs his closest friends to stay awake with
him. The disciples failed in the task that Jesus gave them and instead of praying they
fell asleep.
There is something comforting in knowing Jesus has experienced human emotions
such as sadness and anxiety. Jesus knows how it feels to be a human. Just as we
can be comforted by these thoughts, we can also learn from Jesus’ example in the
way he responded to these emotions. Jesus prayed. We also can pray and receive
comfort when we are sad and anxious.
There is another thing we can learn from Jesus’ prayer in the garden of Gethsemane.
Prayer does not mean always getting what you want. Jesus asked God to take away his
suffering. We know that isn’t what happened. Jesus ultimately prayed for God’s will to
be done rather than his. Just as Jesus turned his troubles over to God, we can too.

Spiritual Practice for Adults
For the season of Lent, set an intention for more connection with God and your
community. Is there something keeping you from connection? Do not add shame to
this Lenten practice. God loves you unconditionally. Just be open to God’s desires
for you—to have connection and meaningful relationships.
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Come Together
Come Together
Supplies: Class Pack, Celebrate Wonder Bible Storybook, Wonder Box, purple cloth,
battery-operated candle, prayer stone
Prepare Ahead: Set up a Wonder Table (see p. 3) with a purple cloth, batteryoperated candle, and a Wonder Box (see p. 3). Display the Unit 1 Bible Verse Poster
(Class Pack—pp. 10 & 15) and Faith Word Poster (Class Pack—p. 22). Place a prayer
stone inside the Wonder Box.
• Point to the Unit 1 Faith Word Poster, and invite the children to wonder about what

the word Lent means.
• Invite the kids to join you in a circle.

SAY: This month we are hearing stories about Jesus. In today’s story he is afraid and
prays to God.
ASK: What do you do when you are afraid?
• We recommend reading a story each week from the Celebrate Wonder Bible

Storybook. Allow an elementary kid to read, “In the Garden” (pp. 164–5),
from the storybook.
PRAY: Dear God, help us remember the stories of Jesus. Amen.

In the Garden – Preschool
Supplies: Reproducible Kids’ Book, crayons
Prepare Ahead: Photocopy “In the Garden” (Reproducible 4A) for each preschooler.
• Invite the preschoolers to use crayons to color the picture. Invite elementary kids to

help the preschoolers follow the directions on the pages.
SAY: Jesus was scared. He wasn’t sure he was ready for whatever came next in his
life. He took his friends to a special place to pray to God. Jesus prayed and showed
God his feelings of sadness and fear.
ASK: To whom do you show your feelings of sadness and fear?

Match the Flowers – Younger Elementary
Supplies: Reproducible Kids’ Book, crayons, colored pencils
Prepare Ahead: Photocopy “Match the Flowers” (Reproducible 4B) for each child.
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• Invite the kids to find the matches and draw a line from the right match to

the left match.
• Encourage the kids to color the picture.

SAY: Jesus was scared. He wasn’t sure he was ready for whatever came next in his
life. He took his friends to a garden, the garden of Gethsemane, to pray to God.
ASK: Where do you like to pray to God?

Lenten Word Search – Older Elementary
Supplies: Reproducible Kids’ Book, pencils, CEB Bible
Prepare Ahead: Photocopy “Lenten Word Search” (Reproducible 3C) for each child.
• Invite the kids to find and circle the words from this month’s stories.

SAY: This month we have heard stories about the last days of Jesus’ life. We hear
these stories each year during the church season of Lent. We still have more stories
to hear before we get to Easter.
ASK: What do you like about these stories?

March Stars and Constellations – All Ages
Supplies: Reproducible Kids’ Book
Prepare Ahead: Photocopy “March Stars and Constellations” (Reproducible 4D) for
each child.
• Hand out copies of Reproducible 4D.
• Invite the kids to look over the stars, constellations, and star pictures on the page.

ASK: Do you recognize any of the star pictures on the page?
• Invite the kids to share any star pictures they recognize. This sheet shows the same

stars and constellations that we saw in February. Use this opportunity to see if any
kids in your class have tried to find star pictures in the sky.
SAY: This fall, we began looking at the night sky to see star pictures. If you are
having trouble finding these shapes, here’s a tip.
• Point to Orion on the star chart.

SAY: Orion is the figure of a man. His belt has three bright stars that are pretty easy
to find in the winter sky. If you can find the belt, you might be able to find some of
the other stars and constellations on the sheet.
• Invite the kids to take the sheets home and look at the sky!

SAY: Looking at stars gives me a sense of awe.
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Wonder Time
Interactive Bible Story
Supplies: Reproducible Kids’ Book
Prepare Ahead: Photocopy today’s Take-Home Pages from the Reproducible Kids’
Book, 4F–4G. Display the Unit 1 Bible Verse Poster (Class Pack—pp. 10 & 15).
• Invite several readers to take turns reading the story, one section at a time.

WONDER: Why do you think Jesus prayed to God when he was scared?

Share a Story
Supplies: Celebrate Wonder DVD, TV, DVD player
• Invite the children to join you, and to sit in a circle on the floor.
• Watch the Session 4 video (Celebrate Wonder DVD).

Wonder with Me
Supplies: Class Pack, Wonder Box, scissors
Prepare Ahead: Lay out the Unit 1 and Unit 2 Wonder Story Mats (Class Pack—pp. 11
& 14, 8 & 17). Attach the posters together to create the Lent and Holy Week Timeline.
Cut out the Unit 1 story figures (Class Pack—6).
• Place the Wonder Box on the Unit 1 & 2 Wonder Story Mat.

SAY: Today’s Faith Word is Lent.
• Show the children the Unit 1 Faith Word Poster (Class Pack—p. 22).

SAY: Lent is a time when Christians prepare for Easter by spending time with God.
• Point to the events on the Unit 1 & 2 Wonder Story Mat.

WONDER together:
❍ Why did the disciples keep falling asleep?
❍ What else might Jesus have done when he was feeling scared?
❍ What name for God do you like to use?
• Add the figure to the timeline.
• Open the Wonder Box to reveal the prayer stone.

WONDER: How could we use this stone to pray to God?
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Experience Wonder
Feelings in the Garden (Art)
Supplies: Reproducible Kids’ Book, colored pencils
Prepare Ahead: Photocopy “Feelings in the Garden” (Reproducible 4E) for each
child.
SAY: There are a lot of feelings in today’s Bible story— afraid, sad, annoyed, worried,
sleepy, and comforted.
ASK: Which feeling stood out the most to you in today’s story?
SAY: We’re going to draw ourselves (a self-portrait) feeling one of these feelings.
• Invite the kids draw themselves feeling either afraid, sad, annoyed, worried,

sleepy, or comforted.
• Encourage the kids to share their pictures with the group.

Examine the Bible Verse
SAY: Our Unit 1 Bible verse is Luke 11:19. Find it in your Bibles.
ASK: Is the Book of Luke in the Old or New Testament? (New) Where is Luke located
in the New Testament? (in the Gospel books) In what chapter of Luke is our verse
located? (11) What is the verse number? (19)
• Gather the kids around the Unit 1 Bible Verse Poster. Read it together.

ASK: What is the reference for our verse? (Luke 11:19)
SAY: Our Bible verse reminds us that God is always with us, helping us as we wonder
and grow.

Peaceful Place
Supplies: copies of the Unit 1 Faith Word (Leader Guide—p. 113); Celebrate Wonder
Bible Storybook; suggested book: Every Which Way to Pray, by Joyce Meyer; paper;
crayons or markers; purple items
Tip: All of the supplies/activities suggested for the Peaceful Place are optional.
• Assist the children, as needed, as they interact with the items provided.
• Encourage the children to color the Unit 1 Faith Word coloring page.
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Go in Peace
Spiritual Practice – Exploring Lent Through Asking
SAY: A spiritual practice is something we do to help us connect to and spend time
with God. During the church season of Lent, we will do the same practice each
week—a special Lenten movement prayer. A movement prayer uses words and
movements to connect our minds, bodies, and hearts to God.
• Guide the children through a spiritual practice:
❍ Invite the children to stand up and space out.
❍ Encourage the children to repeat your words and mirror your

movements.
PRAY: Repeat after me:
Dear Loving God, (praying hands)
we have made it (arms overhead and jump in the air)
to the season of Lent— (point to wrist like you would to a wristwatch)
the time we each prepare for Easter. (tap wrist like you would to a wristwatch)
Please prepare our hearts, (point to your heart)
our minds, (point to your head)
and our bodies (flex your muscles)
to do your work in our world. (march in place)
Help us connect to you (clasp your hands)
so we can connect with others. (reach arms out to the side)
Amen. (praying hands)
SAY: This week spend some time with God.
• Bless the children before they leave. Touch each child on the hand as you

say this blessing: “May you always feel connected to God.”

Family Spiritual Practice
SAY: Let’s take a look at your Take-Home Pages for today (Reproducibles 4F–4G).
Ask your family to participate in this week’s spiritual practice and to use the Lenten
Wonder Cube. Remember to countdown to Easter using the Lenten Calendar for the
next forty days as a family.
• Give the children who missed Session 1 a copy of the Lenten Calendar

(Reproducible 1E).
• Give the children who missed Session 2 a copy of the Lenten Wonder Cube

(Reproducible 2D).
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Supplemental Activities
Preschoolers and Early Elementary – Flower Seed Balls
Supplies: paper bowls, water, red clay powder, soil, wildflower seeds, measuring
cups, spoons
Prepare Ahead: Fill a paper bowl with 1/2 cup of soil for each child.
SAY: In today’s story, we heard about Jesus going to a special place to pray. The
place was a garden. I wonder what the garden looked like.
ASK: Do you have a garden? What does it look like?
SAY: Let’s make flower seed balls to plant in our gardens!
• Give each child a bowl of soil. Invite them to remove any bark or rocks from the soil.
• Help each child add 1/4 cup of red clay powder to their soil.
• Invite the children to add 1/4 cup of seeds to their dirt mixture. They can use their

hands to mix the dry ingredients together.
• Help each child add a couple of spoonfuls of water to their mixtures. The

consitency should be sticky enough to stay together, but not muddy.
• Invite the children to roll their mixtures into golf-ball-sized balls.
• Encourage the kids to take their seed balls home to plant in their gardens.
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Older Elementary – Birdseed Cakes for Birds
Supplies: cookie cutters, mixing bowl, birdseed, coconut oil, microwavable
measuring cup, measuring cups, mixing spoon, wax paper, twine, straws
SAY: In today’s story, Jesus went to the garden of Gethsemane to pray.
ASK: I wonder what types of animals were there. What do you think?
SAY: There were probably some birds. Let’s make some birdseed cakes to put
outside of our church to attract birds.
• Invite the kids to help you follow the following instructions.
❍ Measure two cups of birdseed to put into the mixing bowl.
❍ Melt 1 cup of coconut oil. Pour it into the mixing bowl.
❍ Mix the seeds and oil together.
• Give each person a foot of wax paper and a cookie cutter.
• Invite the kids to press seed mixture into their cookie cutters.
• Encourage the kids to poke a hole in the top of their seed cake using the straws.
• Set the cakes aside to harden.
• Once hard, remove the seed cakes from the cookie cutters.
• Invite the kids to thread twine through the hole in the top of their seed cakes.
• Encouarge the kids to hang their seed cakes around the church.

Intergenerational Activity – Prayer Walk
Note: Each week we will feature a special intergenerational activity. Plan to invite
youth and adults to join you for these activities.
Supplies: none
SAY: There are many ways to pray. We can pray silently with our eyes closed. We
can do a movement prayer where our words match up to a movement. We can do a
breath prayer where we focus on our inhales and exhales. We can even do a prayer
walk where we walk through a space and pray about things we see.
WONDER: How do you like to pray?
SAY: Today we are going to take a prayer walk together around our church. We will
say the things we notice and want to prayer for or about.
• Invite the group to walk through the church and pray together.
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5
“I’ve seen the Lord.” (John 20:18)

Peter’s Denial – Matthew 26:69-75
Prepare to Wonder
Faith Word: HOLY WEEK
As the calendar moves us closer to Easter, our Bible stories also move us closer to
the time of Jesus’ arrest and death. The circumstances surrounding Jesus’ crucifixion
involved many people. This week’s Bible story is about Peter.
Two weeks ago when we heard the story of the Lord’s Supper, we heard Jesus tell
Peter that Peter would deny Jesus three times before the rooster crowed. Although
Peter was determined to try to prove Jesus wrong, he did not.
Unlike Judas, whose betrayal of Jesus was planned, Peter did not set out to deny
Jesus; it just happened. Peter was trying to follow Jesus. After Jesus was arrested
in the garden, Peter followed along at a distance. As he sat around a fire in the
courtyard, the accusations began to come. “You were also with Jesus, the Galilean.”
“You must be one of them. The way you talk gives you away.”
Put yourself in Peter’s place. Roman soldiers have arrested Jesus and things are
starting to get ugly. Peter was scared. He may have feared that his life was in danger,
and it might have been. He denied his association with Jesus. And then he heard the
rooster. Peter remembered Jesus’ words. Peter had failed Jesus, even before Jesus’
trial had begun. Peter cried.
As you teach your children about Peter’s denial of Jesus, assure them this is not the
end of Peter’s story. Yes, Peter messed up. We all mess up at some point. The good
news is that just as Peter was given another chance, so are we.

Spiritual Practice for Adults
For the season of Lent, set an intention for more connection with God and your
community. Is there something keeping you from connection? Do not add shame to
this Lenten practice. God loves you unconditionally. Just be open to God’s desires
for you—to have connection and meaningful relationships.
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Come Together
Come Together
Supplies: Class Pack, Celebrate Wonder Bible Storybook, Wonder Box, purple cloth,
battery-operated candle, tissue
Prepare Ahead: Set up a Wonder Table (see p. 3) with a purple cloth, batteryoperated candle, and a Wonder Box (see p. 3). Display the Unit 2 Bible Verse Poster
(Class Pack—pp. 12 & 13) and Faith Word Poster (Class Pack—p. 4). Place a facial
tissue inside the Wonder Box.
• Point to the Unit 2 Faith Word Poster, and invite the children to wonder about what

the words Holy Week mean.
• Invite the kids to join you in a circle.

SAY: This month we will continue to hear stories about Jesus that lead us closer
to his death and resurrection. In today’s story, we will hear how his friend Peter
responded to Jesus’ arrest.
ASK: What do you do when you are afraid?
• We recommend reading a story each week from the Celebrate Wonder Bible

Storybook. Allow an elementary kid to read, “Peter’s Denial” (pp. 166–7),
from the storybook.
PRAY: Dear God, help us be brave when we are scared. Amen.

In the Garden – Preschool
Supplies: Reproducible Kids’ Book, crayons
Prepare Ahead: Photocopy “Peter’s Denial” (Reproducible 5A) for each preschooler.
• Invite the preschoolers to use crayons to color the picture. Invite elementary kids to

help the preschoolers follow the directions on the pages.
SAY: Peter followed Jesus to see where the guards were taking him. While Peter was
waiting, people began to wonder if he was friends with Jesus.
ASK: Why do you think Peter told the people he didn’t know who Jesus was?
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Peter’s Rooster – Younger Elementary
Supplies: Reproducible Kids’ Book, crayons, colored pencils
Prepare Ahead: Photocopy “Peter’s Rooster” (Reproducible 5B) for each child.
• Invite the kids to color the picture based on the coded numbers.

SAY: Jesus told Peter that Peter would deny knowing him three times by the time
the rooster crowed.
ASK: What do you think Peter will do?

Spring Coded Message – Older Elementary
Supplies: Reproducible Kids’ Book, pencils, CEB Bible
Prepare Ahead: Photocopy “Spring Coded Message” (Reproducible 5C) for each
child.
SAY: In today’s Bible story, Peter is asked if he knows Jesus. Use the flower code
below to find out what Peter said.
• Invite the kids to solve the code.

ASK: Why do you think Peter said that as his answer?

Monthly Memory Verse – All Ages
Supplies: Reproducible Kids’ Book, crayons or colored pencils, child scissors
Prepare Ahead: Photocopy “Monthly Memory Verse” (Reproducible 5D) for each child.
• Hand out copies of Reproducible 5D.
• Invite a child to read the Bible verse on the page.

SAY: This is our memory verse for the month.
• Invite the kids to color the puzzle.
• Help the kids cut out the puzzle pieces.
• Encourage them to mix up the pieces and then put the puzzle back together.

SAY: This month we celebrate Easter. This verse is from the Easter story.
ASK: What’s your favorite part of the Easter story?
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Wonder Time
Interactive Bible Story
Supplies: Reproducible Kids’ Book
Prepare Ahead: Photocopy today’s Take-Home Pages from the Reproducible Kids’
Book, 5F–5G. Display the Unit 1 Bible Verse Poster (Class Pack—pp. 12 & 13).
• Invite several readers to take turns reading the story, one section at a time.

WONDER: Why do you think Peter lied about being friends with Jesus?

Share a Story
Supplies: Celebrate Wonder DVD, TV, DVD player
• Invite the children to join you, and to sit in a circle on the floor.
• Watch the Session 5 video (Celebrate Wonder DVD).

Wonder with Me
Supplies: Class Pack, Wonder Box, scissors
Prepare Ahead: Lay out the Unit 1 and Unit 2 Wonder Story Mats (Class Pack—pp. 11
& 14, 8 & 17). Attach the posters together to create the Lent and Holy Week Timeline.
Cut out the Unit 2 story figures (Class Pack—19).
• Place the Wonder Box on the Unit 1 & 2 Wonder Story Mat.

SAY: Today’s Faith Words are Holy Week.
• Show the children the Unit 2 Faith Word Poster (Class Pack—p. 4).

SAY: Holy Week is a time when we remember the life and death of Jesus, beginning
with Palm Sunday and ending with Holy Saturday..
• Point to the events on the Unit 1 & 2 Wonder Story Mat.

WONDER together:
❍ Why did Peter follow Jesus and the guards?
❍ What might have happened if Peter said he did know Jesus?
❍ Why do you think it mattered to the people in the courtyard whether

or not Peter knew Jesus?
• Add the figure to the timeline.
• Open the Wonder Box to reveal the tissue.

WONDER: What does a tissue have to do with today’s story?
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Experience Wonder
How Might It Have Gone? (Improv)
Supplies: none
SAY: In our Bible story, Peter denies knowing Jesus.
ASK: What might have happened if Peter had said he did know Jesus?
SAY: We’re going to act out how the story might have gone if Peter hadn’t denied Jesus.
• Invite the kids to be the different people in the story: Peter, Jesus, the three people

who talk to Peter, and others in the courtyard.
• Encourage the kids to act out how it could have gone.

SAY: We may never know why Peter denied Jesus, but we know that he goes on to
lead the church. Anyone can grow and learn, just like Peter.

Examine the Bible Verse
SAY: Our Unit 2 Bible verse is John 20:18. Find it in your Bibles.
ASK: Is the Book of John in the Old or New Testament? (New) Where is John located
in the New Testament? (in the gospel books) In what chapter of John is our verse
located? (20) What is the verse number? (18)
• Gather the kids around the Unit 2 Bible Verse Poster. Read it together.

ASK: What is the reference for our verse? (John 20:18)
SAY: Our Bible verse is from the Easter story. Mary of Magdalene went to Jesus’
tomb, but he was not there. He was alive!

Peaceful Place
Supplies: copies of the Unit 2 Faith Word (Leader Guide—p. 114); Celebrate Wonder
Bible Storybook; suggested book: Giraffes Can’t Dance, by Giles Andreae; paper;
crayons or markers
Tip: All of the supplies/activities suggested for the Peaceful Place are optional.
• Assist the children, as needed, as they interact with the items provided.
• Encourage the children to color the Unit 2 Faith Word coloring page.
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Go in Peace
Spiritual Practice – Exploring Holy Week Through
Discipleship
SAY: A spiritual practice is something we do to help us connect to and spend time
with God. During the church season of Lent, we will do the same practice each
week—a special Lenten movement prayer. A movement prayer uses words and
movements to connect our minds, bodies, and hearts to God.
• Guide the children through a spiritual practice:
❍ Invite the children to stand up and space out.
❍ Encourage the children to repeat your words and mirror your

movements.
PRAY: Repeat after me:
Dear Loving God, (praying hands)
we have made it (arms overhead and jump in the air)
to the season of Lent— (point to wrist like you would to a wristwatch)
the time we each prepare for Easter. (tap wrist like you would to a wristwatch)
Please prepare our hearts, (point to your heart)
our minds, (point to your head)
and our bodies (flex your muscles)
to do your work in our world. (march in place)
Help us connect to you (clasp your hands)
so we can connect with others. (reach arms out to the side)
Amen. (praying hands)
SAY: This week spend some time with God.
• Bless the children before they leave. Touch each child on the hand as you

say this blessing: “May you always feel connected to God.”

Family Spiritual Practice
SAY: Let’s take a look at your Take-Home Pages for today (Reproducibles 5F–5G).
Ask your family to participate in this week’s spiritual practice and to use the Lenten
Wonder Cube. Remember to countdown to Easter using the Lenten Calendar for the
next forty days as a family.
• Give the children who missed Session 1 a copy of the Lenten Calendar

(Reproducible 1E).
• Give the children who missed Session 2 a copy of the Lenten Wonder Cube

(Reproducible 2D).
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Supplemental Activities
Preschoolers – Feeling Faces Game
Supplies: none
SAY: In today’s story, there were some different feelings: fear, sadness, anger,
and confusion.
ASK: Were there other feelings in the story?
SAY: Practice making feeling faces!
• Invite the children to make the face they’d make if they felt different feelings.
• Try out the list above and add others, like happy, disappointed, excited, sleepy, etc.
• Encourage the kids to suggest other feelings to try on.

Early Elementary and Older Elementary – Learning
From Mistakes
Supplies: Reproducible Kids Book, colored pencils
Prepare Ahead: Photocopy “Learning From Mistakes” (Reproducible 5E) for each
child.
SAY: In our Bible story, Peter makes a mistake! We will hear a story in a few weeks
about what he learns from this mistake.
SAY: We all make mistakes and they give us a chance to learn and do better next
time.
ASK: Would you like to tell us a story about a time when you made a mistake?
SAY: We’re going to fill in these boxes about mistakes and learning from them. You
can write or draw your answers.
• Invite the kids to write or draw their responses
• Encourage the kids to share their worksheets with the group.

ASK: How do you grow and learn?
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Intergenerational Activity – Cock-a-doodle-doo!
Note: Each week we will feature a special intergenerational activity. Plan to invite
youth and adults to join you for these activities.
Supplies: a chair for each person
Prepare Ahead: Set up the chairs in a circle. There should be one less chair than
there are people.
SAY: A couple of weeks ago, Jesus told Peter that he would deny knowing Jesus
three times before the rooster crowed. Peter didn’t believe Jesus. Peter loved
Jesus—they were close friends!
ASK: What did Peter do the night Jesus was arrested?
SAY: Yes, Peter denied knowing Jesus three times before the rooster crowed. When
he heard the cock-a-doodle-doo of the rooster, he remembered what Jesus had told
him. He ran out of the courtyard and cried uncontrollably.
SAY: To help us rememebr this story, we’re going to play a game.
• Divide the group into three teams.
• Team one will switch chairs when the phrase, “I don’t know him!” is called out.
• Team two will switch chairs when the phrase, “I’m not sure what you’re talking

about” is called out.
• Team three will switch chairs when the phrase, “I’m not a Galilean” is called out.
• All players will switch chairs when someone someone shouts, “Cock-a-doodle-

doo.”
• Invite the group to sit in chairs. The player left standing will call out the first phrase

and then run to a chair when the team he or she has called out switches chairs.
• The player left without a chair will call the next phrase.
• The game will continue like this until you are ready to move on.
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6
“I’ve seen the Lord.” (John 20:18)

Palm Sunday – John 12:12-19
Prepare to Wonder
Faith Word: HOLY WEEK
Today’s Bible story is a familiar one – the story of Jesus’ entry into Jerusalem. Each
year, many of us celebrate Palm Sunday by waving palm branches and shouting,
“Hosanna!”
In the version of the story from the Book of John, we focus on the crowd’s response to
Jesus. The crowd waved palm branches and laid them on the road while Jesus rode in
on a donkey. Jesus’ entry into Jerusalem was a time of celebration. The people were
in need of a new leader and they looked to Jesus to fill that role. Many of the people
in the crowd had been present when Jesus resurrected Lazarus. They were amazed by
Jesus’ miracles and they couldn’t wait to see what else Jesus would do.
The celebration that occurred when Jesus entered Jerusalem was similar to the
reception of military leaders returning victorious from battle. It is probable that some
in the crowd expected Jesus to be a military ruler who would free them from the
Roman emperor. Because we know the rest of the story, we are aware that Jesus is
the leader of a quite different kind of kingdom. Jesus came as a peaceful leader to
teach people to love and serve one another. Jesus entered Jerusalem riding humbly
on a donkey rather than pompously on a warhorse.
The only people unhappy about Jesus’ entry into Jerusalem were the Pharisees. They
were very upset that “the whole world” was there celebrating and following Jesus.
Just as the crowd celebrated Jesus on that day long ago, we continue to celebrate
Jesus today. As you teach this lesson, let today be a celebration.

Spiritual Practice for Adults
For the season of Lent, set an intention for more connection with God and your
community. Is there something keeping you from connection? Do not add shame to
this Lenten practice. God loves you unconditionally. Just be open to God’s desires
for you—to have connection and meaningful relationships.
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Come Together
Come Together
Supplies: Class Pack, Celebrate Wonder Bible Storybook, Wonder Box, purple cloth,
battery-operated candle, palm branch
Prepare Ahead: Set up a Wonder Table (see p. 3) with a purple cloth, batteryoperated candle, and a Wonder Box (see p. 3). Display the Unit 2 Bible Verse Poster
(Class Pack—pp. 12 & 13) and Faith Word Poster (Class Pack—p. 4). Place a palm
branch inside the Wonder Box.
• Point to the Unit 2 Faith Word Poster, and invite the children to wonder about what

the words Holy Week mean.
• Invite the kids to join you in a circle.

SAY: This month we will continue to hear stories about Jesus that lead us closer
to his death and resurrection. In today’s story, we will hear how Jesus entered
Jerusalem.
ASK: What do you do to celebrate?
• We recommend reading a story each week from the Celebrate Wonder Bible

Storybook. Allow an elementary kid to read, “Palm Sunday” (pp. 258–9),
from the storybook.
PRAY: Dear God, Hosanna in the highest! Amen.

Palm Sunday – Preschool
Supplies: Reproducible Kids’ Book, crayons
Prepare Ahead: Photocopy “Palm Sunday” (Reproducible 6A) for each preschooler.
• Invite the preschoolers to use crayons to color the picture. Invite elementary kids to

help the preschoolers follow the directions on the pages.
SAY: Jesus entered the city of Jerusalem riding a donkey. The crowd cheered and
shouted, “Hosanna!”
ASK: What would you cheer and shout if you saw Jesus today?

Coded Message – Younger Elementary
Supplies: Reproducible Kids’ Book, crayons, colored pencils
Prepare Ahead: Photocopy “Coded Message” (Reproducible 6B) for each child.
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• Invite the kids to solve the puzzle by using the animal code.

SAY: When Jesus rode into the city, a crowd gathered and shouted praises. They
shouted a special word.
ASK: What would you cheer and shout if you saw Jesus today?

Silly Story – Older Elementary
Supplies: Reproducible Kids’ Book, pencils, CEB Bible
Prepare Ahead: Photocopy “Silly Story” (Reproducible 6C) for each child.
SAY: This is the text of today’s Bible story, but some of the words are missing. Fill in
the blanks with the suggested parts of speech, but make them nonsense words.
• Invite the kids to fill in the blanks.
• Encourage the kids to read their silly stories out loud to the group.

Palm Branch – All Ages
Supplies: Reproducible Kids’ Book, crayons or colored pencils, child scissors, music
Prepare Ahead: Photocopy “Palm Branch” (Reproducible 6D) for each child.
• Hand out copies of Reproducible 6D.
• Invite the kids to color their palm branches.
• Help the kids cut out the palm branches.

SAY: In today’s story, the crowd waved palm branches and laid palm branches on the
road. Each year we remember this story and wave palm branches during worship.
Let’s celebrate now and wave our branches.
• Turn on music and let the kids wave their branches and dance.

Wonder Time
Interactive Bible Story
Supplies: Reproducible Kids’ Book
Prepare Ahead: Photocopy today’s Take-Home Pages from the Reproducible Kids’
Book, 5F–5G. Display the Unit 2 Bible Verse Poster (Class Pack—pp. 12 & 13).
• Invite several readers to take turns reading the story, one section at a time.

WONDER: Why do you think the crowd celebrated Jesus’ entry into Jerusalem?
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Share a Story
Supplies: Celebrate Wonder DVD, TV, DVD player
• Invite the children to join you, and to sit in a circle on the floor.
• Watch the Session 6 video (Celebrate Wonder DVD).

Wonder with Me
Supplies: Class Pack, Wonder Box, scissors
Prepare Ahead: Lay out the Unit 1 and Unit 2 Wonder Story Mats (Class Pack—pp. 11
& 14, 8 & 17). Attach the posters together to create the Lent and Holy Week Timeline.
Cut out the Unit 2 story figures (Class Pack—19).
• Place the Wonder Box on the Unit 1 & 2 Wonder Story Mat.

SAY: Today’s Faith Words are Holy Week.
• Show the children the Unit 2 Faith Word Poster (Class Pack—p. 4).

SAY: Holy Week is a time when we remember the life and death of Jesus, beginning
with Palm Sunday and ending with Holy Saturday.
• Point to the events on the Unit 1 & 2 Wonder Story Mat.

WONDER together:
❍ Why did so much change from the start of the timeline to the end?
❍ How do you think Jesus felt when he saw the crowd?
❍ How does a leader travel now?
• Add the figure to the timeline.
• Open the Wonder Box to reveal the palm branch.

WONDER: Why do you think the crowd waved palm branches?

Experience Wonder
Holy Week Story Stones (Art and Storytelling)
Supplies: Reproducible Kids’ Book, card stock, crayons or markers, kids’ scissors
Prepare Ahead: Photocopy “Holy Week Story Stones” (Reproducible 6E) onto card
stock for each child.
SAY: Palm Sunday is the first day of Holy Week—a time when we remember the life
and death of Jesus.
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ASK: What are some of the stories from Holy Week that you remember?
SAY: Over the last several weeks we’ve heard the story of Palm Sunday, the Last
Supper, Jesus praying in the garden of Gethsemane, and Peter denying that he knew
Jesus. These things all happen during Holy Week. On Friday, we will remember that
Jesus died on a cross. Then, when we return next Sunday, we will celebrate Easter!
• Invite the kids to color the story stones.
• Help the kids cut out the story stones.
• Encourage the kids to retell the stories using the stones to help them remember

each story.
SAY: This week, use your Holy Week Story Stones to tell your family some of the
stories from Holy Week.

Examine the Bible Verse
SAY: Our Unit 2 Bible verse is John 20:18. Find it in your Bibles.
ASK: Is the Book of John in the Old or New Testament? (New) Where is John located
in the New Testament? (in the Gospel books) In what chapter of John is our verse
located? (20) What is the verse number? (18)
• Gather the kids around the Unit 2 Bible Verse Poster. Read it together.

ASK: What is the reference for our verse? (John 20:18)
SAY: Our Bible verse is from the Easter story. Mary of Magdalene went to Jesus’
tomb, but he was not there. He was alive!

Peaceful Place
Supplies: copies of the Unit 2 Faith Word (Leader Guide—p. 114); Celebrate Wonder
Bible Storybook; suggested book: He’s Got the Whole World in His Hands, by Kadir
Nelson; paper; crayons or markers
Tip: All of the supplies/activities suggested for the Peaceful Place are optional.
• Assist the children, as needed, as they interact with the items provided.
• Encourage the children to color the Unit 2 Faith Word coloring page.
• Invite the kids to create the “Holy Week Story Stones” if they haven’t already done so.
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Go in Peace
Spiritual Practice – Exploring Holy Week Through
Discipleship
SAY: A spiritual practice is something we do to help us connect to and spend time
with God. During the church season of Lent, we will do the same practice each
week—a special Lenten movement prayer. A movement prayer uses words and
movements to connect our minds, bodies, and hearts to God.
• Guide the children through a spiritual practice:
❍ Invite the children to stand up and space out.
❍ Encourage the children to repeat your words and mirror your

movements.
PRAY: Repeat after me:
Dear Loving God, (praying hands)
we have made it (arms overhead and jump in the air)
to the season of Lent— (point to wrist like you would to a wristwatch)
the time we each prepare for Easter. (tap wrist like you would to a wristwatch)
Please prepare our hearts, (point to your heart)
our minds, (point to your head)
and our bodies (flex your muscles)
to do your work in our world. (march in place)
Help us connect to you (clasp your hands)
so we can connect with others. (reach arms out to the side)
Amen. (praying hands)
SAY: This week spend some time with God.
• Bless the children before they leave. Touch each child on the hand as you

say this blessing: “May you always feel connected to God.”

Family Spiritual Practice
SAY: Let’s take a look at your Take-Home Pages for today (Reproducibles 6F–6G).
Ask your family to participate in this week’s spiritual practice and to use the Lenten
Wonder Cube. Remember to countdown to Easter using the Lenten Calendar for
the next forty days as a family.
• Give the children who missed Session 1 a copy of the Lenten Calendar

(Reproducible 1E).
• Give the children who missed Session 2 a copy of the Lenten Wonder Cube

(Reproducible 2D).
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Supplemental Activities
Preschoolers – Hosanna Freeze Dance
Supplies: music, Palm Branch craft from “Palm Sunday” (Reproducible 6D)
SAY: The crowd celebrated Jesus’ enrty into the city of Jerusalem by waving palm
branches and shouting Hosanna.
ASK: How do you celebrate great things?
SAY: We’re going to celebrate Palm Sunday by waving palm branches and dancing.
When the music stops, you have to freeze in your best excited pose. Ready?
• Turn on music and invite the children to dance and wave their palm branches.
• Turn off the music and encourage the kids to freeze in the best excited poses.
• Continue playing like this until everyone is ready to move to another activity.

Early Elementary – Peace Sign
Supplies: paper plates, masking tape, watercolor paint, paintbrushes, water cups
Tip: If you don’t want to use paints, you can use markers.
SAY: In our Bible story, Jesus enters into Jerusalem riding a donkey instead of riding
in on a horse. Jesus chose to ride in on a donkey because he wanted the people to
know he was a peaceful leader. Donkeys are a symbol of peace!
ASK: Do you know another symbol of peace? (olive branch, dove, peace sign, etc.)
SAY: We’re going to make a peace sign to help us remember that Jesus came to
bring peace to the world.
• Invite the kids to create a peace sign on their plates with masking tape. One long

strip will go down the center and two shorter pieces will come off the center strip.
This looks like a “Y” with its middle line all the way to the edge.
• Encourage the kids to paint their plates.
• Set the plates aside to dry.
• Once the plates are dry, the children can remove the tape to reveal their peace signs.
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Older Elementary – Celebration to Sadness
Supplies: canvas or card stock, a variety of art supplies—paints, markers, pastels, etc.
SAY: Holy Week starts off with celebration. The people wave palm branches and
shout hosanna when they see Jesus riding into the city of Jerusalem. But by the end
of the week, the feelings go from celebration to sadness. At the end of this week,
Jesus will be cruxified on a cross.
ASK: When you think about Holy Week, what sorts of feelings come up for you?
SAY: We’re going to respond to our feelings by creating art. Since you are the oldest
group, you get to choose your supplies.
• Invite the kids to create their feelings art. If they need direction, encourage them

to create a piece of art that starts with celebration and moves to sadness.
• Encourage the kids to show their art with the group.

Intergenerational Activity – Palm Sunday Scriptures
Note: Each week we will feature a special intergenerational activity. Plan to invite
youth and adults to join you for these activities.
Supplies: CEB Bibles, paper, pens or pencils
SAY: The New Testament begins with four books called the Gospels. These books
tell the story of Jesus’ life, death, and resurrection. Not every book of the Gospels
has the same stories, and even if multiple books have the same story the details are
often a bit different.
SAY: The story of Palm Sunday is in all four books of the Gospels. We’re going
to work together in groups to find the verses in each book, and write down the
similarities and the differences. You can find the verses in Matthew 21:1–11, Mark
11:1–11, Luke 19:28–44, and John 12:12–19.
• Divide the class into smaller groups.
• Invite the small groups to look up the verses and to write down the similarities

and differences.
• After each group has been able to look up the verses and compare them, invite the

groups to share what they discovered.
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7
“I’ve seen the Lord.” (John 20:18)

Easter – John 20:1-18
Prepare to Wonder
Faith Word: HOLY WEEK
The Christian church has chosen to gather on Sunday mornings to remember that
early Sunday morning many years ago when it was discovered the tomb was empty.
We come together to praise God and give thanks for the empty tomb.
Although their accounts differ in details, Matthew, Mark, Luke and John all give
an account of the empty tomb. None of the gospels, however, describe the
Resurrection itself. Jesus’ resurrection remains part of the mystery of our faith. We
know that Jesus is alive because of the witness of those who experienced the
presence of the risen Jesus and by our own experiences of Jesus’ presence with us.
In John’s account it is Mary Magdalene who discovers that the stone at the tomb has
been rolled away. She runs to tell Peter and the other disciple that the tomb is empty.
When the two disciples reach the tomb, they verify Mary’s account.
The story then returns to Mary Magdalene who encounters Jesus but mistakes him for
the gardener. Only when Jesus speaks Mary’s name does she recognize him. Jesus
tells Mary to go and tell the disciples, “I’m going up to my Father and your Father, to
my God and your God.” Jesus, who was sent by God, is now returning to God.
Enjoy celebrating Easter with your children. Easter is a time to celebrate God’s great,
never-ending love. Jesus is alive!

Spiritual Practice for Adults
We’re no longer in the season of Lent. We are now in the midst of Easter! Say this
resurrection prayer sometime this week: Dear God of New Life, we give you thanks.
We thank you for Jesus, for the witness of Mary Magdalene, and for the new life we
encounter every time we surround ourselves with your children. May we remember
that you are a God of resurrection anytime we feel we have hit a spiritual winter.
Amen.
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Come Together
Come Together
Supplies: Class Pack, Celebrate Wonder Bible Storybook, Wonder Box, white cloth,
battery-operated candle
Prepare Ahead: Set up a Wonder Table (see p. 3) with a purple cloth, batteryoperated candle, and a Wonder Box (see p. 3). Display the Unit 2 Bible Verse Poster
(Class Pack—pp. 12 & 13) and Faith Word Poster (Class Pack—p. 4). The Wonder Box
will be empty this week.
• Point to the Unit 2 Faith Word Poster, and invite the children to wonder about what

the words Holy Week mean.
• Invite the kids to join you in a circle.

SAY: This month we have heard stories about Jesus that lead us closer to his death
and resurrection. In today’s story, we celebrate Jesus’ resurrection on Easter.
ASK: What is your favorite Easter tradition?
• We recommend reading a story each week from the Celebrate Wonder Bible

Storybook. Allow an elementary kid to read, “Easter” (pp. 262–3), from the
storybook.
PRAY: Dear God, thank you for new life in Jesus! Amen.

Easter – Preschool
Supplies: Reproducible Kids’ Book, crayons
Prepare Ahead: Photocopy “Easter” (Reproducible 7A) for each preschooler.
• Invite the preschoolers to use crayons to color the picture. Invite elementary kids to

help the preschoolers follow the directions on the pages.
SAY: Mary Magdalene went to the tomb where Jesus’ body was laid, but she
discovered that the tomb was empty. Jesus wasn’t there.
ASK: Where was Jesus?

Easter – Younger Elementary
Supplies: Reproducible Kids’ Book, crayons, colored pencils
Prepare Ahead: Photocopy “Easter” (Reproducible 7B) for each child.
• Invite the kids to find and circle the hidden letters of the word Alleluia.

SAY: Mary Magdalene went to Jesus’ tomb to get his body ready to be buried.
But when she got to the tomb Jesus wasn’t inside! He was alive! Alleluia!
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Easter Comic Retelling – Older Elementary
Supplies: Reproducible Kids’ Book, pencils, CEB Bible
Prepare Ahead: Photocopy “Easter Comic Retelling” (Reproducible 7C)
for each child.
ASK: How many times do you think you have heard the Easter story?
SAY: You all probably know it by heart! We’re going to use our comic book frames to
draw a comic book retelling of the Easter story.
• Invite the kids to write and draw the Easter story in the frames.
• Encourage the kids to share their comic book stories with the group.

Empty Tomb – All Ages
Supplies: Reproducible Kids’ Book, crayons or colored pencils, child scissors, card
stock, brad fastners, hole punch for teacher use
Prepare Ahead: Photocopy “Empty Tomb” (Reproducible 7D) onto card stock
for each child.
SAY: Jesus had been killed on a cross. His body was laid in a tomb. A large stone
was rolled over the opening. But when Mary Magdalene came to prepare his body,
the stone was rolled away. The tomb was empty. Jesus was alive!
SAY: We’re going to make the empty tomb.
• Hand out copies of Reproducible 7D.
• Invite the kids to color the three pieces on the sheet.
• Help the kids cut out the pieces.
• Punch a hole on the Xs on the tome and stone.
• Show the kids how to roll the stone away from the tomb.
• They can place Jesus inside, roll the stone to close the tomb, let Jesus fall out,

and then roll the stone away to reveal an empty tomb.
• Encourage the kids to show their families.
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Wonder Time
Interactive Bible Story
Supplies: Reproducible Kids’ Book
Prepare Ahead: Photocopy today’s Take-Home Pages from the Reproducible Kids’
Book, 7F–7G. Display the Unit 2 Bible Verse Poster (Class Pack—pp. 12 & 13).
• Invite several readers to take turns reading the story, one section at a time.

WONDER: What do you think Peter and the other disciple were thinking when they
ran to the empty tomb?

Share a Story
Supplies: Celebrate Wonder DVD, TV, DVD player
• Invite the children to join you, and to sit in a circle on the floor.
• Watch the Session 7 video (Celebrate Wonder DVD).

Wonder with Me
Supplies: Class Pack, Wonder Box, scissors
Prepare Ahead: Lay out the Unit 1 and Unit 2 Wonder Story Mats (Class Pack—pp. 11
& 14, 8 & 17). Attach the posters together to create the Lent and Holy Week Timeline.
Cut out the Unit 2 story figures (Class Pack—p. 19).
• Place the Wonder Box on the Unit 1 & 2 Wonder Story Mat.

SAY: Today’s Faith Words are Holy Week.
• Show the children the Unit 2 Faith Word Poster (Class Pack—p. 4).

SAY: Holy Week is a time when we remember the life and death of Jesus, beginning
with Palm Sunday and ending with Holy Saturday.
• Point to the events on the Unit 1 & 2 Wonder Story Mat.

WONDER together:
❍ How are you like the disciples in the story?
❍ What is the most important part of this story?
❍ Who do you think Mary told first that Jesus was alive?
• Add the figure to the timeline.
• Open the Wonder Box to reveal that it is empty.

WONDER: Why do you think the Wonder Box is empty this week?
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Experience Wonder
Easter Egg Hunt
Supplies: plastic Easter eggs, pompons
Prepare Ahead: Fill the Easter eggs with pompons. Leave one egg intentionally
empty. Hide the eggs around the room.
SAY: Eggs are a symbol of new life. When we see an egg, we can remember the new
life we get in Jesus.
ASK: What else reminds us of new life?
• Invite the kids to find the Easter eggs hidden around the room.
• Encourage the children to open the eggs to see who has the empty egg. Whoever

has the empty egg will get to hide the eggs.
• The child with the empty egg will re-hide the eggs and everyone will play again.

Examine the Bible Verse
SAY: Our Unit 2 Bible verse is John 20:18. Find it in your Bibles.
ASK: Is the Book of John in the Old or New Testament? (New) Where is John located
in the New Testament? (in the gospel books) In what chapter of John is our verse
located? (20) What is the verse number? (18)
• Gather the kids around the Unit 2 Bible Verse Poster. Read it together.

ASK: What is the reference for our verse? (John 20:18)
SAY: Our Bible verse is from the Easter story. Mary of Magdalene went to Jesus’
tomb, but he was not there. He was alive!

Peaceful Place
Supplies: copies of the Unit 2 Faith Word (Leader Guide—p. 114); Celebrate Wonder
Bible Storybook; suggested book: God’s Great Love for You, by Rick Warren; paper;
crayons or markers
Tip: All of the supplies/activities suggested for the Peaceful Place are optional.
• Assist the children, as needed, as they interact with the items provided.
• Encourage the children to color the Unit 2 Faith Word coloring page.
• Invite the kids to make “Happy Easter!” cards.
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Go in Peace
Spiritual Practice – Exploring Holy Week Through
Discipleship
SAY: A spiritual practice is something we do to help us connect to and spend time
with God. We have moved from Lent into a new church season—Easter! Easter is
the most important part of our Christian story. It’s the moment when love overcame
death and fear. It’s the moment Jesus came back to life after being killed. To
celebrate our new life in Jesus, we are going to dance our praises.
• Guide the children through a spiritual practice:
❍ Invite the children to stand up and space out.
❍ Encourage the children to move and dance in ways that bring them joy.

PRAY: Dear God, we are so grateful for the new life we receive in Jesus. We
celebrate with you today and every day for this miracle and blessing. Amen.
ASK: How will you celebrate the rest of today?
• Bless the children before they leave. Touch each child on the hand as you

say this blessing: “You are a beloved child of God.”

Family Spiritual Practice
SAY: Let’s take a look at your Take-Home Pages for today (Reproducibles 7F–7G).
Ask your family to participate in this week’s spiritual practice and see how many signs
of new life you can find in your community.

Supplemental Activities
Preschoolers – Easter Egg Art
Supplies: Reproducible Kids Book, dot markers
Prepare Ahead: Photocopy “Easter Egg” (Reproducible 7E) for each child.
SAY: Eggs are a symbol of new life. When we see an egg, we can remember the
new life we get in Jesus.
ASK: What else can help us remember Jesus?
SAY: We’re going to decorate our Easter egg pages to help us remember the new
life we all receive in Jesus.
• Invite the kids to decorate their pages by stamping their eggs with dot markers.
• Encourage them to share their art with the group.
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Early Elementary – Easter Sunrise Art
Supplies: coffee filters, scissors, yellow and orange markers, spray bottle with water,
blue construction paper, glue, crayons
Prepare Ahead: Cut the coffee filters in half. Each child will need 1/2 of a coffee filter.
SAY: In our Bible story, Mary goes to Jesus’ tomb as the sun was rising. She wanted
to care for Jesus’ body and prepare him to be buried. But when she got there, the
stone had been rolled away and the tomb was empty. Jesus was alive!
ASK: What do you think Mary felt when she say the empty tomb?
SAY: We’re going to make a sunrise like Mary saw that morning to help us remember
that Jesus is alive!
• Invite the kids to color their coffee filter with orange and yellow markers.
• Help the kids spray their coffee filters to create a tie-dye effect.
• Set the coffee filters aside to dry.
• Once the coffee filters are dry, encourage the kids to glue their sunrises to blue

construction paper.
• Help them write, “Jesus is alive!” on their papers.

Older Elementary – Paper Coil Easter Egg
Supplies: Reproducible Kids Book, card stock, construction paper in a variety of
colors, scissors, rulers, glue, pens or pencils
Prepare Ahead: Photocopy “Easter Egg” (Reproducible 7E) onto card stock for each
child. To save time, you can cut the construction paper into 1/2” strips.
SAY: Eggs are a symbol of new life. When we see an egg, we can remember the
new life we get in Jesus.
ASK: What else can help us remember Jesus?
SAY: We’re going to decorate our Easter egg pages to help us remember the new
life we all receive in Jesus.
• Invite the kids to cut their Easter egg out and to cut the construction paper

into 1/2” strips.
• Encourage the kids to wrap the strips around a pen or pencil to create a coil.
• Slide the coil off of the pencil and glue the coil to the Easter egg.
• Continue making and gluing paper coils to your Easter egg until it is decorated

to your liking.
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Intergenerational Activity – Empty Tomb Biscuits
Note: Each week we will feature a special intergenerational activity. Plan to invite
youth and adults to join you for these activities.
Supplies: canned biscuit dough, marshmallows, baking sheets, oven, wax paper
SAY: When Mary Magdalene went to Jesus’ tomb on Easter morning, she found an
empty tomb. She was confused about what happened. She knew that Jesus’ body
had been laid in the tomb, but now it was missing.
ASK: How do you think Mary felt when she found the empty tomb?
SAY: The tomb was empty becuase Jesus was alive! Love had conquered death!
• Give each person a piece of wax paper, a biscuit, and a marshmallow.
• Place a marshmallow in the middle of the biscuit dough. Then fold the dough in

half and pinch the dough closed around the marshmallow. The dough will look like
a halfcircle-shaped pillow.
• Bake the biscuits.
• Give each person a biscuit.

ASK: Where did the marshmallow go?
SAY: It’s surprising when you expect to find something and realize it’s missing. I am
sure that is how Mary felt. But Jesus appeared and he told Mary that he was alive!
ASK: How do you think she felt after she saw Jesus was alive?
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8
“I’ve seen the Lord.” (John 20:18)

Breakfast on the Beach –
John 21:1-19
Prepare to Wonder
Faith Word: HOLY WEEK
Before Jesus’ death and resurrection, he performed miracles and shared meals with
his followers. In this Scripture passage, the disciples are offered gifts of an abundant
catch of fish and a nourishing meal. This story demonstrates that Jesus’ ministry will
continue post-resurrection.
Jesus has appeared and the disciples haul in a miraculous catch of fish. Jesus cooks
breakfast and offers the disciples fish and bread. At this point, the story turns into
a conversation between Jesus and Peter. Jesus asked Peter if he loves him. In fact,
Jesus asks Peter this question three times.
Before Jesus’ death, Peter denied Jesus three times. When Peter realized he had
denied Jesus, he cried. But Jesus wasn’t finished with Peter. Jesus now gives Peter
three opportunities to profess his love for Jesus. And when Peter assures Jesus of his
love, Jesus gives him directions for the future. “Feed my sheep.” During his ministry,
Jesus referred to himself as the good shepherd who cared for his flock. Jesus is
turning over the care of his flock to Peter. The way to show your love for me, Jesus
tells Peter, is to take care of those I love.
Jesus’ instructions to Peter are true for us today as well. The best way to show our
love for Jesus is by taking care of those he loves.

Spiritual Practice for Adults
The season of Easter lasts for fifty days and ends on Pentecost—the day we celebrate
the gift of the Holy Spirit. Each Sunday until then, we will remember the resurrection
of Christ and the new life we get through Jesus. This week, reflect on the signs of
new life all around you. Where is God calling you to newness, rebirth, or renewal?
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Come Together
Come Together
Supplies: Class Pack, Celebrate Wonder Bible Storybook, Wonder Box, white cloth,
battery-operated candle, toy fish
Prepare Ahead: Set up a Wonder Table (see p. 3) with a purple cloth, batteryoperated candle, and a Wonder Box (see p. 3). Display the Unit 2 Bible Verse Poster
(Class Pack—pp. 12 & 13) and Faith Word Poster (Class Pack—p. 4). Place a toy fish
inside the Wonder Box.
• Point to the Unit 2 Faith Word Poster, and invite the children to wonder about what

the words Holy Week mean.
• Invite the kids to join you in a circle.

SAY: This month we have heard stories about Jesus’ death and resurrection. Today,
we will hear a story about Jesus that happened after his resurrection.
ASK: What do you do when you feel sad or confused?
• We recommend reading a story each week from the Celebrate Wonder Bible

Storybook. Allow an elementary kid to read, “Breakfast on the Beach” (pp. 266–7),
from the storybook.
PRAY: Dear God, help us love your people. Amen.

Breakfast on the Beach – Preschool
Supplies: Reproducible Kids’ Book, crayons
Prepare Ahead: Photocopy “Breakfast on the Beach” (Reproducible 8A) for each
preschooler.
• Invite the preschoolers to use crayons to color the picture. Invite elementary kids to

help the preschoolers follow the directions on the pages.
SAY: Peter and his friends went fishing. A man appeared on the beach and told them
to fish on the other side of the boat. Peter and his friends caught 153 fish!
ASK: Who was the man that appeared?

Match the Fish – Younger Elementary
Supplies: Reproducible Kids’ Book, crayons, colored pencils
Prepare Ahead: Photocopy “Match the Fish” (Reproducible 8B) for each child.
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• Invite the kids to match the fish on the left side to the fish on the right..

SAY: One night, Peter and some of Jesus’ friends went fishing. With Jesus’ help, they
caught 153 fish!

Holy Week Word Search – Older Elementary
Supplies: Reproducible Kids’ Book, pencils, CEB Bible
Prepare Ahead: Photocopy “Holy Week Word Search” (Reproducible 8C) for each
child.
SAY: This month, we learned about Jesus’ entry into Jerusalem, Peter’s denial, Jesus’
death and resurrection, and Jesus’ appearance on the beach.
• Invite the kids to find and circle the words in the word bank.

April Stars and Constellations – All Ages
Supplies: Reproducible Kids’ Book
Prepare Ahead: Photocopy “April Stars and Constellations” (Reproducible 8D) for
each child.
• Hand out copies of Reproducible 8D.
• Invite the kids to look over the stars, constellations, and star pictures on the page.

ASK: Do you recognize any of the star pictures on the page?
• Invite the kids to share any star pictures they recognize. This sheet shows the same

stars and constellations that we saw in March. Use this opportunity to see if any
kids in your class have tried to find star pictures in the sky.
SAY: This fall, we began looking at the night sky to see star pictures. If you are
having trouble finding these shapes, here’s a tip.
• Point to Orion on the star chart.

SAY: Orion is the figure of a man. His belt has three bright stars that are pretty easy
to find in the winter sky. If you can find the belt, you might be able to find some of
the other stars and constellations on the sheet.
• Invite the kids to take the sheets home and look at the sky.
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Wonder Time
Interactive Bible Story
Supplies: Reproducible Kids’ Book
Prepare Ahead: Photocopy today’s Take-Home Pages from the Reproducible Kids’
Book, 8F–8G. Display the Unit 2 Bible Verse Poster (Class Pack—pp. 12 & 13).
• Invite several readers to take turns reading the story, one section at a time.

WONDER: Why do you think Jesus appeared to his friends at the beach?

Share a Story
Supplies: Celebrate Wonder DVD, TV, DVD player
• Invite the children to join you, and to sit in a circle on the floor.
• Watch the Session 8 video (Celebrate Wonder DVD).

Wonder with Me
Supplies: Class Pack, Wonder Box, scissors
Prepare Ahead: Lay out the Unit 1 and Unit 2 Wonder Story Mats (Class Pack—pp. 11
& 14, 8 & 17). Attach the posters together to create the Lent and Holy Week Timeline.
Cut out the Unit 2 story figures (Class Pack—19).
• Place the Wonder Box on the Unit 1 & 2 Wonder Story Mat.

SAY: Today’s Faith Words are Holy Week.
• Show the children the Unit 2 Faith Word Poster (Class Pack—p. 4).

SAY: Holy Week is a time when we remember the life and death of Jesus, beginning
with Palm Sunday and ending with Holy Saturday.
• Point to the events on the Unit 1 & 2 Wonder Story Mat.

WONDER together:
❍ Where would you go if you were feeling sad?
❍ Why do you think Peter was the one Jesus told to feed his sheep?
❍ Why did Jesus come back after he rose from the dead?
• Add the figure to the timeline.
• Open the Wonder Box to reveal the toy fish.

WONDER: Why do you think there is a fish in our Wonder Box this week?
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Experience Wonder
Share the Love
Supplies: Reproducible Kids’ Book, crayons or markers, kids’ scissors, card stock
Prepare Ahead: Photocopy “Share the Love” (Reproducible 8E) onto card stock for
each child.
SAY: Jesus asked Peter to feed his sheep. Jesus meant that Peter was to share his
love with other people. Jesus wants us to share his love with other people too! Use
these coupons to share the love with others.
• Invite the kids to color the coupons.
• Encourage the children to cut out the coupons.
• Invite the kids to hand out their coupons to people in the congregation they think

need some extra love today.

Examine the Bible Verse
SAY: Our Unit 2 Bible verse is John 20:18. Find it in your Bibles.
ASK: Is the Book of John in the Old or New Testament? (New) Where is John located
in the New Testament? (in the gospel books) In what chapter of John is our verse
located? (20) What is the verse number? (18)
• Gather the kids around the Unit 2 Bible Verse Poster. Read it together.

ASK: What is the reference for our verse? (John 20:18)
SAY: Our Bible verse is from the Easter story. Mary of Magdalene went to Jesus’
tomb, but he was not there. He was alive!

Peaceful Place
Supplies: copies of the Unit 2 Faith Word (Leader Guide—p. 114); Celebrate Wonder
Bible Storybook; suggested book: Who Counts?, by Amy-Jill Levine and Sandy
Eisenberg Sasso; paper; crayons or markers
Tip: All of the supplies/activities suggested for the Peaceful Place are optional.
• Assist the children, as needed, as they interact with the items provided.
• Encourage the children to color the Unit 2 Faith Word coloring page.
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Go in Peace
Spiritual Practice – Exploring Holy Week Through
Discipleship
SAY: A spiritual practice is something we do to help us connect to and spend time
with God. We have moved from Lent into a new church season—Easter! Easter is
the most important part of our Christian story. It’s the moment when love overcame
death and fear. To celebrate our new life in Jesus, we are going to dance our praises.
• Guide the children through a spiritual practice:
❍ Invite the children to stand up and space out.
❍ Encourage the children to move and dance in ways that bring them joy.

PRAY: Dear God, we are so grateful for the new life we receive in Jesus. We
celebrate with you today and every day for this miracle and blessing. Amen.
ASK: How will you share God’s love this week?
• Bless the children before they leave. Touch each child on the hand as you

say this blessing: “You are a beloved child of God.”

Family Spiritual Practice
SAY: Let’s take a look at your Take-Home Pages for today (Reproducibles 8F–8G).
Ask your family to participate in this week’s spiritual practice and share some love
with a neighbor this week.

Supplemental Activities
Preschoolers – Love, Love, You Game
Supplies: none
SAY: Jesus told Peter to feed his sheep. Jesus was telling Peter to share his
love with everyone.
ASK: How can you share Jesus’ love?
SAY: We can share Jesus’ love by helping a friend, giving a gift to someone, or
hugging a family member.
• Invite the kids to sit on the floor in a circle. Make sure there is enough room

outside of the circle for the children to walk.
• Choose one child to be “it”.
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• “It” will go around the circle. As they do, they will touch each child’s head and say

“love” until they want a child to get up and chase them. For that, they will say “you”.
• “You” will chase “it” around the circle. “It” will sit in “You’s” vacant spot in the circle.

“You” then becomes “it” and the game begins again.
• Keep playing until everyone has gotten to be “it”.

Early Elementary – Heart Fish
Supplies: construction paper, kids’ scissors, glue sticks, crayons or markers
Prepare Ahead: Create heart stencils for the kids to use. The fish’s body should be
four inches tall. The fish’s tail should be two inches tall. The fish’s mouth should be
one inch tall.
SAY: In our Bible story, Peter and his friends caugh 153 fish! Then they share
breakfast with Jesus on the beach. Jesus told Peter to share his love with his people.
SAY: To help us remember this story, we’re going to make fish out of hearts.
• Invite the kids to trace the three hearts onto construction paper.
• Help the kids cut out their hearts.
• Encourage the kids to turn the largest heart on its side. They will glue the smallest

heart to the dip on the large heart to create lips. They will glue the medium-sized
heart to the point on the large heart to create a tail.
• Once the fish is dry, each child can draw on an eye using markers or crayons.

Older Elementary – Heart Post-It Tag
Supplies: heart-shaped Post-It Notes
SAY: In our Bible story, Peter and some of the disciples share breakfast with Jesus on
the beach. Then Jesus told Peter to feed his sheep.
ASK: What do you think Jesus meant by this?
SAY: Jesus wanted Peter to share his love with people. We’re going to play a game
to help us remember to share Jesus’ love with people.
• Give each kid three heart-shaped post-it notes. They will place the post-its on their

left sleeve.
• When you say go, encourage the kids to place their post-its onto their classmates

(sharing the love) while they run around the space. Since everyone will be sharing
their post-its it will be quite hard to get rid of all three post-its.
• Continue playing until the group is ready to move on.
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Intergenerational Activity – Feed My Sheep
Note: Each week we will feature a special intergenerational activity. Plan to invite
youth and adults to join you for these activities.
Supplies: a large box, posterboard, markers
Prepare Ahead: Research organizations in your community that feed people who
are hungry. Contact the organization you would like to collaborate with and let them
know your church will gather food items for them.
SAY: In our Bible story, Peter and some of the disicples share breakfast with Jesus on
the beach. Then Jesus told Peter to feed his sheep.
ASK: What do you think Jesus meant by this?
SAY: Jesus wanted Peter to share his love with people. One way to share Jesus’ love
is to help people who are hungry have access to good food. We’re going to plan a
food drive and invite our congregation to donate food to a local organization that
helps feed people in our community.
• Share information about the organization and what they are needing donated.
• Invite the group to create an informational poster on the posterboard.
• Encourage the group to decorate the food donation box.
• If your pastor allows announcements during worship, encourage a few people from

your group to share about the food drive with the congregation. Collect the food
over the course of a couple of weeks. Donate the food to a local food pantry.
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9
“These people are servants of the Most High God! They are proclaiming a
way of salvation to you!” (Acts 16:17b)

Paul Is Changed – Acts 9:1-20
Prepare to Wonder
Faith Word: PROCLAIM
Though born in Tarsus, a major center for Greek education and culture, Paul was
a Jew and had studied in Jerusalem with Gamaliel, a leading teacher of the Law of
Moses. Paul, whose Hebrew name was Saul, was a Pharisee. The Pharisees were a
group of Jewish leaders who believed that the best way to serve God was to strictly
obey the Law of Moses.
When we encounter Paul in Acts, he is living out these beliefs. His strong beliefs
resulted in his determination to make trouble for the followers of Jesus. As Paul
traveled to Damascus to do this, Paul had an encounter that changed his life; he
met Jesus. Paul is blinded and has to be led into Damascus by others! As a result
of his meeting with the risen Christ, Paul is changed. Paul ultimately shows the
same determination in recruiting followers of Jesus as he had previously shown in
persecuting those followers.
Paul’s conversion story is an example of God’s ability to use anybody to carry out
God’s work. With his history of persecuting Christians, Paul seemed an unlikely
candidate to spread God’s word. When Ananias, a follower of Jesus, received
instructions to go and talk to Paul, he questioned this direction, saying, “Lord, I have
heard many reports about this man. People say he has done horrible things to your
holy people in Jerusalem.” But God had a plan to use Paul to spread the news of
Jesus to the Gentiles and the people of Israel. God was able to use Paul’s zeal and
determination in a positive way. Prior to his encounter with Jesus, Paul was living out
his beliefs; after his encounter, Paul lived out his belief in Jesus and shared the news
of Jesus’ love with others.

Spiritual Practice for Adults
This month’s unit is about proclaiming the good news of God’s love. To do this, we
have to find our voices, and sometimes our voice is a creative medium. This week
find some time to do something creative. Let that be a prayer for the power to
proclaim God’s love to all.
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Come Together
Come Together
Supplies: Class Pack, Celebrate Wonder Bible Storybook, Wonder Box, white cloth,
battery-operated candle, butterfly
Prepare Ahead: Set up a Wonder Table (see p. 3) with a white cloth, batteryoperated candle, and a Wonder Box (see p. 3). Display the Unit 3 Bible Verse Poster
(Class Pack—pp. 9 & 16) and Faith Word Poster (Class Pack—p. 21). Place a butterfly
inside the Wonder Box.
• Point to the Unit 3 Faith Word Poster, and invite the children to wonder about what

the word proclaim means.
• Invite the kids to join you in a circle.

SAY: This month we are hearing stories about a man named Paul. Paul is called the
great evangelist because he shared God’s love with so many people.
ASK: Who shares God’s love with you?
• We recommend reading a story each week from the Celebrate Wonder Bible

Storybook. Allow an elementary kid to read, “Paul is Changed” (pp. 278–9),
from the storybook.
PRAY: Dear God, help us share your love with everyone we meet. Amen.

Paul is Changed – Preschool
Supplies: Reproducible Kids’ Book, crayons
Prepare Ahead: Photocopy “Paul is Changed” (Reproducible 9A) for each preschooler.
• Invite the preschoolers to use crayons to color the picture. Invite elementary kids to

help the preschoolers follow the directions on the pages.
SAY: Paul was walking to the city of Damascus when all of a sudden he was
surrounded by light! Paul heard Jesus’ voice and his heart was changed.
ASK: What do you think happened next?
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Memory Verse Puzzle – Younger Elementary
Supplies: Reproducible Kids’ Book, crayons, colored pencils, kids’ scissors
Prepare Ahead: Photocopy “Memory Verse Puzzle” (Reproducible 9B) for each child.
• Invite the kids color their papers.
• Help the kids cut out the puzzle pieces.
• Encourage the kids to put their puzzles together.
• Help the kids read the Bible verse.

SAY: This month we will be learning about Paul. He has an encounter with Jesus and
begins following Jesus. Paul taught so many people about Jesus and his love.

Coded Message – Older Elementary
Supplies: Reproducible Kids’ Book, pencils, CEB Bible
Prepare Ahead: Photocopy “Coded Message” (Reproducible 9C) for each child.
SAY: In today’s Bible story, Paul is changed! He went from hurting followers of Jesus
to becoming a follower of Jesus. Solve the coded message to find out what he did
after he changed into a follower of Jesus.
• Invite the kids to use the decoder to solve the puzzle.
• Encourage the kids to read Acts 9:20 if they need help with the puzzle.

Proclaim the Good News – All Ages
Supplies: Reproducible Kids’ Book, crayons or markers, kids’ scissors, glue sticks
Prepare Ahead: Photocopy “Proclaim the Good News” (Reproducible 9D) for each
child.
SAY: Paul proclaimed the good news about Jesus’ love. You can proclaim the good
news, too.
• Invite the kids to color the megaphone.
• Help the kids cut it out.
• Encourage the kids to glue it together.
• Set the megaphone aside to dry.

SAY: You can use your megaphone to help you proclaim the good news of God’s
love for everyone.
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Wonder Time
Interactive Bible Story
Supplies: Reproducible Kids’ Book
Prepare Ahead: Photocopy today’s Take-Home Pages from the Reproducible Kids’
Book, 9F–9G. Display the Unit 3 Bible Verse Poster (Class Pack—pp. 9 & 16).
• Invite several readers to take turns reading the story, one section at a time.

WONDER: Why do you think Jesus appeared to Paul on his way to Damascus?

Share a Story
Supplies: Celebrate Wonder DVD, TV, DVD player
• Invite the children to join you, and to sit in a circle on the floor.
• Watch the Session 9 video (Celebrate Wonder DVD).

Wonder with Me
Supplies: Class Pack, Wonder Box, scissors
Prepare Ahead: Lay out the Unit 3 Wonder Story Mat (Class Pack—pp. 7 & 18).
Cut out the Unit 3 story figures (Class Pack—p. 3).
• Place the Wonder Box on the Unit 3 Wonder Story Mat.

SAY: Today’s Faith Word is proclaim.
• Show the children the Unit 3 Faith Word Poster (Class Pack—p. 21).

SAY: Proclaim means to share out loud what you believe about your faith.
• Point to the portrait of Paul.

WONDER together:
❍ What is your favorite part of this story?
❍ How did you share God’s love this week?
❍ How will your words proclaim God’s love?
• Add the portrait of Ananias to the poster.
• Open the Wonder Box to reveal the butterfly.

WONDER: Why do you think there is a butterfly in our Wonder Box this week?
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Experience Wonder
What Has Changed? (Game)
Supplies: a variety of dress up items such as colorful scarves, sunglasses, large
jackets, belts, and so forth
SAY: We are going to play a game to see how good you are at detecting change.
• Invite several children to dress up using several of the items provided.
• Once the children are “dressed” have them stand in front of the other children and

model their outfits.
SAY: Take a good look so you can remember how each child is dressed.
• Have the children leave the area and have each child change one thing about her

or his appearance. For example, a child may change to wearing a different colored
scarf or take off sunglasses or add a belt.
• Invite the children to model the outfits once more.
• Have the rest of the children figure out what has changed about each child’s outfit.
• Invite several new children to dress up and play the game again.
• If the game becomes too easy, have the children change multiple things about

their outfits.
SAY: You did a good job detecting these changes. In our Bible story today, we heard
about how Paul changed the way he treated people.

Examine the Bible Verse
SAY: Our Unit 3 Bible verse is Acts 16:17b. Find it in your Bibles.
ASK: Is the Book of Acts in the Old or New Testament? (New) Where is Acts located
in the New Testament? (right after the gospel books) In what chapter of Acts is our
verse located? (16) What is the verse number? (17)
• Gather the kids around the Unit 3 Bible Verse Poster. Read it together.

ASK: What is the reference for our verse? (Acts 16:17)
SAY: Our Bible verse is from one of the stories we will hear this month. Paul and Silas
heal a woman and this is what she says!
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Peaceful Place
Supplies: copies of the Unit 3 Faith Word (Leader Guide—p. 115); Celebrate Wonder
Bible Storybook; suggested book: Ada’s Violin: The Story of the Recycled Orchestra
of Paraguay, by Susan Hood; paper; crayons or markers; flashlights
Tip: All of the supplies/activities suggested for the Peaceful Place are optional.
• Assist the children, as needed, as they interact with the items provided.
• Encourage the children to color the Unit 3 Faith Word coloring page.
• Invite the children to improvise a sermon to share with the group.

Go in Peace
Spiritual Practice – Exploring Proclamation Through
Preaching
SAY: A spiritual practice is something we do to help us connect to and spend time
with God. It doesn’t have to be the same thing every time, but it can be. A spiritual
practice can be praying silently or out loud, dancing, singing, walking, breathing,
drawing, chanting, or speaking blessings.
• Guide the children through a spiritual practice and invite them to repeat after you:
❍ LEADER SAYS: My voice is important.
❍ CLASS SAYS: My voice is important.
❍ LEADER SAYS: My voice matters.
❍ CLASS SAYS: My voice matters.
❍ LEADER SAYS: Thank you, God, for my voice.
❍ CLASS SAYS: Thank you, God, for my voice.

PRAY: Dear God, help us proclaim your love in all we say and do. Amen.
• Bless the children before they leave. Touch each child on the hand as you

say this blessing: “You are important. You matter.”

Family Spiritual Practice
SAY: Let’s take a look at your Take-Home Pages for today (Reproducibles 9F–9G).
Ask your family to participate in this week’s spiritual practice and share some love
with each other this week.
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Supplemental Activities
Preschoolers – Paul Says Game
Supplies: none
SAY: Paul travelled to many places praching and teaching about Jesus. Paul wrote
and spoke a lot of words! A big part of our BIbles are letters written by Paul!
ASK: What would you say or write about Jesus?
• Invite the kids to play Paul Says.
• Choose one child to be “it”.
• “It” will instruct the group to mimic their actions. “It” will say things like, “Paul says

touch your toes.” The group will then touch their noses.
• If “It” doesn’t say “Paul says” before an instruction, the group should not mimic “It”.
• Keep playing until everyone has gotten to be “it”.

Early Elementary and Older Elementary – Obstacle
Course
Supplies: items to make an obstacle course—chairs, boxes, hula hoops, jump ropes,
etc.
Prepare Ahead: Create an obstacle course either outside or in an open space inside
your church.
SAY: In our Bible story, Ananias had to trust Paul not to hurt him and help Paul
because Paul couldn’t see. That took a lot of faith! To help us remember this story,
we’re going to go through an obstacle course in pairs. One person in the pair will
have to close their eyes. The other person in the pair will help get the pair through
the obstacle course.
• Divide the group into pairs.
• Invite the pairs to go through the obstacle course one pair at a time.
• While the remaining pairs wait, invite them to encourage the pair moving through

the obstacle course.
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Intergenerational Activity – How Have I Changed?
Note: Each week we will feature a special intergenerational activity. Plan to invite
youth and adults to join you for these activities.
Supplies: Reproducible Kids’ Book, pens and pencils
Prepare Ahead: Photocopy “How Have I Changed?” (Reproducible 9E)
for each person.
ASK: Today we heard about Paul. What do you remember about today’s story?
• Invite children to take turns sharing something about the story, continuing until the

story has been retold.
SAY: Paul’s encounter with Jesus on the road to Damascus changed him on the
inside and that made him change the way he acted toward others. We can make
changes to our physical appearance, by cutting our hair or changing our clothes.
When we make a change inside it is not as easily visible.
• Give each child a copy of “How Have I Changed?” and a pencil.

ASK: Do you look the same now as you did when you were 2 years old? (No)
• Invite the group to draw or write a description of themselves at age 2 and now in

the boxes provided on the page.
ASK: How has the way you look changed from the time you were 2 years old?
SAY: Just as your physical appearance has changed since you were 2, you have
changed on the inside, too.
• Invite the group to draw or write some ways they acted when they were 2 and the

way they act now in the boxes provided.
SAY: When we follow Jesus, it doesn’t change the way we look, it changes
the way we act.
ASK: How does believing in Jesus change us on the inside?
• Encourage the group to draw or write down their ideas on the page.
• Invite the group to share their ideas with each other

PRAY: God of change, we give thanks for the many ways we have changed during
our lives, on the outside and the inside. Help us remember that believing in you
changes the way we treat other people. Help us to look for opportunities this week
to share your love. Amen.
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10
“These people are servants of the Most High God! They are proclaiming a
way of salvation to you!” (Acts 16:17b)

Paul Escapes with Help –
Acts 9:21-25
Prepare to Wonder
Faith Word: PROCLAIM
In last week’s lesson, we heard the story of Paul’s conversion. When God appeared
to Ananias to send him to Paul, God told Ananias that he had chosen Paul to bring
God’s name to the Gentiles and Israelites. Following his encounter with Jesus on the
road to Damascus, Paul essentially spent the rest of his life fulfilling the mission for
which God had chosen him, sharing the good news with everyone he met. The last
half of the Book of Acts tells of Paul’s travels.
Even though Paul had been chosen by God to share the good news about Jesus, his
path was not always a smooth one. In today’s Bible story we hear about a time that
Paul’s life was in danger because he had been preaching that Jesus is God’s son. This
story reads like an adventure tale, with Paul escaping down the wall in the middle of
the night. And this turns out not to be the last time Paul’s life would be in danger for
spreading the gospel. While there seemed to be many people out to get Paul, he
inevitably escaped with the help of others.
It is easy for us today to feel far removed from Paul’s mission. Few of us are called to
travel to foreign lands and spread the good news that Jesus is the Messiah. However,
it is worthwhile to note that as Paul traveled, he shared the good news with everyone
he met. We can follow Paul’s example and share the good news with persons we
meet, wherever life might take us. Each week as you teach your children about God,
you are letting them know that they are children of God. You are following Paul’s
example and spreading the good news.

Spiritual Practice for Adults
This month’s unit is about proclaiming the good news of God’s love. One way to do
this is through advocating. Advocacy is standing up for others who may not have the
power or ability to stand up for themselves. How can you advocate for the kids in
your class this week?
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Come Together
Come Together
Supplies: Class Pack, Celebrate Wonder Bible Storybook, Wonder Box, white cloth,
battery-operated candle, basket
Prepare Ahead: Set up a Wonder Table (see p. 3) with a white cloth, batteryoperated candle, and a Wonder Box (see p. 3). Display the Unit 3 Bible Verse Poster
(Class Pack—pp. 9 & 16) and Faith Word Poster (Class Pack—p. 21). Place a basket
inside of the Wonder Box.
• Point to the Unit 3 Faith Word Poster, and invite the children to wonder about what

the word proclaim means.
• Invite the kids to join you in a circle.

SAY: This month we are hearing stories about a man named Paul. In today’s story,
Paul gets help from some friends.
ASK: Can you share about a time when friends helped you?
• We recommend reading a story each week from the Celebrate Wonder Bible

Storybook. Allow an elementary kid to read, “Paul Escapes with Help” (pp. 280–1),
from the storybook.
PRAY: Dear God, thank you for friends who help us in times of need. Amen.

Paul Escapes with Help – Preschool
Supplies: Reproducible Kids’ Book, crayons
Prepare Ahead: Photocopy “Paul Escapes with Help” (Reproducible 10A)
for each preschooler.
• Invite the preschoolers to use crayons to color the picture. Invite elementary kids to

help the preschoolers follow the directions on the pages.
SAY: Paul wanted to help spread Jesus’ message of love, but people still didn’t trust
him. Paul had to get help from some friends to escape a dangerous situation!
ASK: Who do you ask for help?

Missing Vowels – Younger Elementary
Supplies: Reproducible Kids’ Book, crayons, colored pencils, kids’ scissors
Prepare Ahead: Photocopy “Missing Vowels” (Reproducible 10B) for each child.
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SAY: Paul spent his whole ministry sharing the message of Jesus’ life and love. We
can do that too! Solve the puzzle to find out what that is called.
• Invite the kids to solve the puzzle by adding the missing vowels.
• Help the kids read the words on their papers.

Paul Escapes Anagram – Older Elementary
Supplies: Reproducible Kids’ Book, pencils, CEB Bible
Prepare Ahead: Photocopy “Paul Escapes Anagram” (Reproducible 10C) for each
child.
SAY: In today’s story, Paul proclaims Jesus’ message of love, but some people still
don’t trust him. He has to get some help from his friends to stay safe.
• Invite the kids to use the letters from the words “proclaim” and “friends” to make

new words.

Find Your Match – All Ages
Supplies: Reproducible Kids’ Book, scissors, tape
Prepare Ahead: Photocopy “Find Your Match” (Reproducible 10E). Each child will
need one animal card from this page, so make enough copies to insure that every
child gets an animal card. Cut the cards out.
SAY: We all need help from friends some times. Look for your matching animal
friend in this game.
• Give each child an animal card.
• When you say go, invite the children to find all of their classmates who have the

same animal
• When they all find each other, they must shout, “Friends help at all times!”
• Play several rounds until everyone is ready to move on.
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Wonder Time
Interactive Bible Story
Supplies: Reproducible Kids’ Book
Prepare Ahead: Photocopy today’s Take-Home Pages from the Reproducible Kids’
Book, 10F–10G. Display the Unit 3 Bible Verse Poster (Class Pack—pp. 9 & 16).
• Invite several readers to take turns reading the story, one section at a time.

WONDER: Why do you think we have this story in our Bibles? What is God trying
to teach us?

Share a Story
Supplies: Celebrate Wonder DVD, TV, DVD player
• Invite the children to join you, and to sit in a circle on the floor.
• Watch the Session 10 video (Celebrate Wonder DVD).

Wonder with Me
Supplies: Class Pack, Wonder Box, scissors
Prepare Ahead: Lay out the Unit 3 Wonder Story Mat (Class Pack—pp. 7 & 18). Cut
out the Unit 3 story figures (Class Pack—p. 3).
• Place the Wonder Box on the Unit 3 Wonder Story Mat.

SAY: Today’s Faith Word is proclaim.
• Show the children the Unit 3 Faith Word Poster (Class Pack—p. 21).

SAY: Proclaim means to share out loud what you believe about your faith.
• Point to the portrait of Paul.

WONDER together:
❍ What does it take to be a good friend?
❍ What would have been another way to end the conflict Paul had?
❍ How will your words proclaim God’s love?
• Add the portrait of the friends to the poster.
• Open the Wonder Box to reveal the basket.

WONDER: Why do you think there is a basket in our Wonder Box this week?
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Experience Wonder
Weaving (Art)
Supplies: construction paper in a variety of colors, glue, scissors
Prepare Ahead: Cut construction paper into 1-inch-wide strips. Each child will need
20 strips, so cut plenty.
SAY: In Bible times, baskets were really important! Artisans would weave baskets.
We’re going to weave paper to help us remember this story.
• Invite the kids to choose 10 strips in two different colors. Each child will have

a total of 20 strips.
• Invite the children to lay one color of their strips vertically across their workspace.

It will look like this: ||||||||||
• Have the children weave the first other color strip through the strips lying down

on their workspaces. They will go over, under, over, under, over, under, over, under,
over, and under.
• Encourage them to glue the ends of the woven strip to the last pieces of the

lying down color.
• Invite the children to weave the second other color strip through the strips lying

down on their workspaces. They will go under, over, under, over, under, over, under,
over, under, and over.
• Again, encourage them to glue the ends of the woven strip to the last pieces of

the lying down color.
• They will repeat these steps until all ten strips have been woven through.

WONDER: What is your favorite part of today’s story?

Examine the Bible Verse
SAY: Our Unit 3 Bible verse is Acts 16:17b. Find it in your Bibles.
ASK: Is the Book of Acts in the Old or New Testament? (New) Where is Acts located
in the New Testament? (right after the Gospel books) In what chapter of Acts is our
verse located? (16) What is the verse number? (17)
• Gather the kids around the Unit 3 Bible Verse Poster. Read it together.

ASK: What is the reference for our verse? (Acts 16:17)
SAY: Our Bible verse is from one of the stories we will hear this month. Paul and Silas
heal a woman and this is what she says!
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Peaceful Place
Supplies: copies of the Unit 3 Faith Word (Leader Guide—p. 115); Celebrate Wonder
Bible Storybook; suggested book: Love Monster, by Rachel Bright; paper; crayons or
markers; yarn; pony beads
Tip: All of the supplies/activities suggested for the Peaceful Place are optional.
• Assist the children, as needed, as they interact with the items provided.
• Encourage the children to color the Unit 3 Faith Word coloring page.
• Invite the children to make friendship bracelets with the yarn and pony beads.

Go in Peace
Spiritual Practice – Exploring Proclamation Through
Preaching
SAY: A spiritual practice is something we do to help us connect to and spend time
with God. It doesn’t have to be the same thing every time, but it can be. A spiritual
practice can be praying silently or out loud, dancing, singing, walking, breathing,
drawing, chanting, or speaking blessings.
• Guide the children through a spiritual practice and invite them to repeat after you:
❍ LEADER SAYS: My voice is important.
❍ CLASS SAYS: My voice is important.
❍ LEADER SAYS: My voice matters.
❍ CLASS SAYS: My voice matters.
❍ LEADER SAYS: Thank you, God, for my voice.
❍ CLASS SAYS: Thank you, God, for my voice.

PRAY: Dear God, help us proclaim your love in all we say and do. Amen.
• Bless the children before they leave. Touch each child on the hand as you

say this blessing: “You are important. You matter.”

Family Spiritual Practice
SAY: Let’s take a look at your Take-Home Pages for today (Reproducibles 10F–10G).
Ask your family to participate in this week’s spiritual practice and reach out to a family
friend this week.
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Supplemental Activities
Preschoolers – Memory
Supplies: Reproducible Kids’ Book, kids’ scissors, crayons
Prepare Ahead: Photocopy “Find Your Match” (Reproducible 10 E) for each child.
Cut each set of cards a part for each child.
SAY: Paul’s friends helped him.
ASK: What do you like to do with your friends?
SAY: We’re going to play a game with our friends.
• Invite the kids to color their set of cards.
• Divide the group into pairs.
• Using one set of cards, invite the children to play a game of memory by following

the instructions below.
❍ Lay the deck of cards facing up in rows of five.
❍ Turn all of the cards facedown.
❍ One at a time, turn two cards over. If you get a match, you get to

keep the two cards you turned over. If you don’t, turn the cards
facedown.
❍ Keep playing until all of the cards have been matched.
• Invite the kids to take their memory cards home to play as a family.

Early Elementary – Mirroring Game
Supplies: none
SAY: In our Bible story, Paul got help from his friends. They worked together to lower
Paul down the city wall in a basket. We’re going to work together to mirror each
other’s movements.
• Divide the group into pairs. Each pair will have Person A and Person B.
• Person A will move first and Person B will try to be their mirror.
• After Person A has been the leader for a few minutes, switch, so Person B gets to

be the leader.
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Older Elementary – Basket Relay
Supplies: two big boxes, two chairs
Prepare Ahead: Cut the bottom off of the two boxes so the children can put the
boxes over their bodies. Set a chair out for each relay team to mark where the teams
should walk quickly to and turn around.
SAY: In our Bible story, Paul’s friends lowered him in a basket to keep him safe. They
did it as quickly as they could, while still being sneaky. We’re going to do a quick and
sneaky basket relay!
• Divide the group into two teams. Give each team a box.
• Instruct the first person on each team to put the box over themselves. They will

need to hold it up around themselves to move quickly.
• The first person will need to move quickly yet sneaky all the way to the chair and

back. They will then hand the box to the next person in their line.
• The next person will do the same.
• Continue the relay race until everyone has finished.
• Play again after mixing up the teams.

Intergenerational Activity – What Makes a Good Friend?
Note: Each week we will feature a special intergenerational activity. Plan to invite
youth and adults to join you for these activities.
Supplies: Reproducible Kids’ Book, markers or crayons
Prepare Ahead: Photocopy “What Makes a Good Friend?” (Reproducible 10D) for
each person.
SAY: Today we heard about Paul and his friends who helped him escape danger.
They were some good friends! Friends help us have fun, grow into whom God
created us to be, and support us when things get hard.
ASK: What else makes a good friend?
ASK: Is there someone in your life whom you call a good friend?
• Invite group to draw or write about the person (or people) in their lives whom they

consider good friends onto their papers.
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11
“These people are servants of the Most High God! They are proclaiming a
way of salvation to you!” (Acts 16:17b)

Paul and Timothy – Acts 16:1-5;
2 Timothy 1:5-7
Prepare to Wonder
Faith Word: PROCLAIM
Timothy was a friend and missionary partner of the apostle Paul. Paul and Timothy
met during Paul’s first missionary trip when Paul visited Timothy’s hometown of
Lystra. On his second trip to Lystra, Paul invited Timothy to travel with him. While he
was still a young man, Timothy traveled to Asia, Greece, and Italy with Paul to spread
the good news about Jesus.
Timothy later became a pastor of the church at Ephesus. Two of the letters Paul
wrote to Timothy are in the Bible as the books 1 and 2 Timothy. The book of 2
Timothy was written by Paul while he was in prison.
How did Timothy’s faith become strong at such a young age? Paul’s letters to
Timothy refer to the faith of Timothy’s grandmother, Lois, and his mother, Eunice. As
Timothy was growing up they taught him the Holy Scriptures. Timothy learned about
God from his family. As you teach this lesson, encourage the children in your class to
consider who has taught them and who continues to teach them about God. Invite
them to also consider who is learning about God from them.
Paul encouraged Timothy not to let anyone look down on him because of his age.
Paul knew that people of all ages can do God’s work. Encourage the children in your
class to think big about how they can do God’s work.

Spiritual Practice for Adults
This month’s unit is about proclaiming the good news of God’s love. One way to do
this is through listening to people who are often ignored, like kids. We often dismiss
what kids have to say because they are still learning. But we’re all learning! This week,
focus on listening to the kids in your life and in your group.
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Come Together
Come Together
Supplies: Class Pack, Celebrate Wonder Bible Storybook, Wonder Box, white cloth,
battery-operated candle, family picture
Prepare Ahead: Set up a Wonder Table (see p. 3) with a white cloth, batteryoperated candle, and a Wonder Box (see p. 3). Display the Unit 3 Bible Verse Poster
(Class Pack—pp. 9 & 16) and Faith Word Poster (Class Pack—p. 21). Place a family
picture inside of the Wonder Box.
• Point to the Unit 3 Faith Word Poster, and invite the children to wonder about what

the word proclaim means.
• Invite the kids to join you in a circle.

SAY: This month we are hearing stories about a man named Paul. In today’s story, we
meet one of Paul’s friends, Timothy. He was a kid when he met Paul. He travelled
with Paul to share God’s love and proclaim the good news.
ASK: Who can you share God’s love with this week?
• We recommend reading a story each week from the Celebrate Wonder Bible

Storybook. Allow an elementary kid to read, “Paul and Timothy” (pp. 290–1) and
“Be Encouraged” (pp. 310–1), from the storybook.
PRAY: Dear God, help us be leaders who share your love, just like Timothy. Amen.

Paul and Timothy – Preschool
Supplies: Reproducible Kids’ Book, crayons
Prepare Ahead: Photocopy “Paul and Timothy” (Reproducible 11A) for each
preschooler.
• Invite the preschoolers to use crayons to color the picture. Invite elementary kids to

help the preschoolers follow the directions on the pages.
SAY: Paul met Timothy when Timothy was a young boy. Timothy became a follower
of Jesus and a leader in the church.
ASK: What makes a good leader?
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What’s Silly With This Picture? – Younger
Elementary
Supplies: Reproducible Kids’ Book, crayons, colored pencils, kids scissors
Prepare Ahead: Photocopy “What’s Silly With This Picture?” (Reproducible 11B) for
each child.
SAY: Paul met Timothy when Timothy was a young boy. Timothy became a follower
of Jesus and a leader in the church. But there are some silly things in this picture of
Paul and Timothy. Can you find and circle them all?
• Invite the kids to circle the things that don’t belong in the picture.
• Encourage the kids to color the picture.

People in This Month’s Stories – Older Elementary
Supplies: Reproducible Kids’ Book, pencils, CEB Bible
Prepare Ahead: Photocopy “People in This Month’s Stories” (Reproducible 11C) for
each child.
SAY: This month we are hearing stories about Paul and the people who helped him
along the way. Solve the crossword puzzle below using the names in the box from
this month’s stories.
• Invite the kids to solve the puzzle.

Who Teaches You About God? – All Ages
Supplies: Reproducible Kids’ Book, crayons or markers
Prepare Ahead: Photocopy “Who Teaches You About God?” (Reproducible 11D) for
each child.
SAY: Timothy’s mother and grandmother taught him about God.
ASK: Who teaches you about God?
• Give each child a copy of the reproduicble.
• Invite the children to draw a portrait of the people who teach them on their papers.
• Encourage them to share about their pictures with the group.
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Wonder Time
Interactive Bible Story
Supplies: Reproducible Kids’ Book
Prepare Ahead: Photocopy today’s Take-Home Pages from the Reproducible Kids’
Book, 11F–11G. Display the Unit 3 Bible Verse Poster (Class Pack—pp. 9 & 16).
• Invite several readers to take turns reading the story, one section at a time.

WONDER: Who teaches you about the Bible?

Share a Story
Supplies: Celebrate Wonder DVD, TV, DVD player
• Invite the children to join you, and to sit in a circle on the floor.
• Watch the Session 11 video (Celebrate Wonder DVD).

Wonder with Me
Supplies: Class Pack, Wonder Box, scissors
Prepare Ahead: Lay out the Unit 3 Wonder Story Mat (Class Pack—pp. 7 & 18). Cut
out the Unit 3 story figures (Class Pack—p. 3).
• Place the Wonder Box on the Unit 3 Wonder Story Mat.

SAY: Today’s Faith Word is proclaim.
• Show the children the Unit 3 Faith Word Poster (Class Pack—p. 21).

SAY: Proclaim means to share out loud what you believe about your faith.
• Point to the portrait of Paul.

WONDER together:
❍ What do you think made Timothy a good leader?
❍ What are you excited to talk about and tell others?
❍ How will your words proclaim God’s love?
• Add the portrait of Timothy to the poster.
• Open the Wonder Box to reveal the family picture.

WONDER: Why do you think there is a family picture in our Wonder Box this week?
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Experience Wonder
Family of Faith Tree (Art)
Supplies: paper, markers or crayons
SAY: Paul encouraged Timothy by telling him to remember what his family taught
him about his faith.
ASK: What has your family taught you about faith?
SAY: We also call our church friends our family of faith.
ASK: What has your family of faith taught you about God?
SAY: We’re going to make a family of faith tree.
• Give each child a piece of paper and something to draw with.
• Invite the kids to draw the portraits of the people who have taught them about

God and Jesus. This can be their parents, grandparents, the pastor, the Sunday
school team, etc.

Examine the Bible Verse
SAY: Our Unit 3 Bible verse is Acts 16:17b. Find it in your Bibles.
ASK: Is the Book of Acts in the Old or New Testament? (New) Where is Acts located
in the New Testament? (right after the Gospel books) In what chapter of Acts is our
verse located? (16) What is the verse number? (17)
• Gather the kids around the Unit 3 Bible Verse Poster. Read it together.

ASK: What is the reference for our verse? (Acts 16:17)
SAY: Our Bible verse is from one of the stories we will hear this month. Paul and Silas
heal a woman and this is what she says!

Peaceful Place
Supplies: copies of the Unit 3 Faith Word (Leader Guide—p. 115); Celebrate Wonder
Bible Storybook; suggested book: The World is Waiting for You, by Barbara Kerley;
paper; crayons or markers; stationary; pens or pencils
Tip: All of the supplies/activities suggested for the Peaceful Place are optional.
• Assist the children, as needed, as they interact with the items provided.
• Encourage the children to color the Unit 3 Faith Word coloring page.
• Invite the children to write letters like Paul did.
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Go in Peace
Spiritual Practice – Exploring Proclamation Through
Preaching
SAY: A spiritual practice is something we do to help us connect to and spend time
with God. It doesn’t have to be the same thing every time, but it can be. A spiritual
practice can be praying silently or out loud, dancing, singing, walking, breathing,
drawing, chanting, or speaking blessings.
• Guide the children through a spiritual practice and invite them to repeat after you:
❍ LEADER SAYS: My voice is important.
❍ CLASS SAYS: My voice is important.
❍ LEADER SAYS: My voice matters.
❍ CLASS SAYS: My voice matters.
❍ LEADER SAYS: Thank you, God, for my voice.
❍ CLASS SAYS: Thank you, God, for my voice.

PRAY: Dear God, help us proclaim your love in all we say and do. Amen.
• Bless the children before they leave. Touch each child on the hand as you

say this blessing: “You are important. You matter.”

Family Spiritual Practice
SAY: Let’s take a look at your Take-Home Pages for today (Reproducibles 11F–11G).
Ask your family to participate in this week’s spiritual practice and encourage
someone on your church’s prayer list.

Supplemental Activities
Preschoolers and Early Elementary – Follow the Leader
Supplies: none
SAY: Paul and Timothy were both leaders.
ASK: What makes a good leader?
• Invite the kids to play follow the leader.
• You will be the first leader. Encourage the kids to follow you and do what you do.

Then, choose a child to be the leader.
• After the child has gotten a turn to lead for a few minutes, choose another leader.
• Keep playing until every child has gotten to be the leader.
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Older Elementary – Inherited Traits (Science Activity)
Supplies: Reproducible Kids’ Book, pens or pencils
Prepare Ahead: Photocopy “Inherited Traits” (Reproducible 11E) for each child.
SAY: In our Bible story, Paul reminds Timothy that he inherited his faith from his
mother and grandmother. There are other things we inherit too! Today we are going
to take a class survey to see how many of us have certain inherited traits. A trait is
something that can be used to divide people into groups. For example, eye color is
a trait.
• Have the children sort themselves into groups according to the color of their eyes.

All people with the same eye color will stand together.
• Give each child a copy of “Class Survey” and a pencil.
• Have the children work together to determine the number of people having each

eye color.
• Have each child record the results on his or her sheet.

SAY: As you can see, the next trait on your survey is hair color.
• Have the children sort themselves into groups according to hair color.
• Have the children work together to determine the number or people having each

hair color.
• Have each child record the results on his or her sheet.

SAY: Let’s check out our ears. Your earlobe is the soft part at the bottom of your ear.
Some people have attached earlobes. Their ear shape curves down straight to their
head. Other people have unattached earlobes. Their ear shape dips down and then
back up before attaching to their head, resulting in a part of the ear that hangs down.
• Have the children sort themselves into two groups according to whether their

earlobes are attached or unattached.
• Have the children determine how many of them are in each group and record the

result on their sheets.
ASK: How many of you can curl or roll your tongue?
• Have everyone who can curl their tongue stand on one side of the room and

everyone who cannot curl their tongue stand on the other side.
• Have the children determine how many of them are in each group and record the

result on their sheets.
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SAY: One more. Take your hand and smooth back your hair so that your hairline is
visible at the top of your forehead. Turn to your neighbor and have them tell you
whether your hairline forms a point or whether it goes straight across.
• Have everyone with a hairline that forms a point stand on one side of the room and

everyone with a straight hairline stand on the other side of the room.
• Have the children determine how many of them are in each group and record the

result on their sheets.
SAY: The traits on our survey have something in common. They are all inherited
traits. These are all things that are determined when you are born. You can dye your
hair, but your natural hair color won’t change. Inherited traits are not taught, but
are passed on through genetic code. In our Bible story today, we’ll meet someone
whose mother and grandmother passed on their knowledge of Scripture to him.
ASK: Is knowledge of the Scripture an inherited trait? (No)
SAY: Some things are taught instead of inherited.

Intergenerational Activity – Children Lead
Note: Each week we will feature a special intergenerational activity. Plan to invite
youth and adults to join you for these activities.
Supplies: Reproducible Kids’ Book
Prepare Ahead: Photocopy “Paul and Timothy” (Reproducible 11F) for each person.
SAY: Today we heard about Paul and Timothy. The kids in our group will read and
teach you this story.
• Invite some of the children to read the story to the group.
• Encourage the kids to ask the adults and youth questions about the story.
• Invite the children to tell the adults and youth what they think is the most important

part of today’s lesson that they all should know.
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12
“These people are servants of the Most High God! They are proclaiming a
way of salvation to you!” (Acts 16:17b)

Paul and Silas in Prison –
Acts 16:16-40
Prepare to Wonder
Faith Word: PROCLAIM
Everywhere Paul went he searched for opportunities to preach and share the good
news. Paul’s news wasn’t always welcome, however. In this week’s Bible story, we read
about one of the multiple times Paul was put in prison.
Paul was thrown into prison for healing an enslaved woman. While healing a woman
sounds like a good thing to do, especially for the woman, the woman’s owners were
angry. Once the woman was healed, they were no longer able to use the woman as a
fortune-teller to make money for them.
The experience of Paul and Silas in prison illustrates Paul’s zealousness in spreading
the good news. While Paul and Silas were in prison, there was an earthquake which
opened the prison doors and broke their chains. Presented with an opportunity to
escape, Paul and Silas stayed instead and told the jailer about Jesus.
Fellowship with others and education were central to Paul’s ministry. When we gather
together as a community of faith, we are recognizing what Paul knew, that for the
church to grow and thrive, people need to meet together and learn about God.
TIP: Kids with incarcerated parents can be in your classroom. Go here for more
information on how to be sensitive to them. (https://youth.gov/youth-topics/childrenof-incarcerated-parents/federal-tools-resources/tip-sheet-teachers)

Spiritual Practice for Adults
This month’s unit is about proclaiming the good news of God’s love. St. Francis is
credited to have said, “Teach the gospel always and use words when you have to.”
St. Francis knew that actions are also proclamations about God’s love. How are your
actions proclaiming God’s love?
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Come Together
Come Together
Supplies: Class Pack, Celebrate Wonder Bible Storybook, Wonder Box, white cloth,
battery-operated candle, musical note
Prepare Ahead: Set up a Wonder Table (see p. 3) with a white cloth, batteryoperated candle, and a Wonder Box (see p. 3). Display the Unit 3 Bible Verse Poster
(Class Pack—pp. 9 & 16) and Faith Word Poster (Class Pack—p. 21). Place a musical
note inside the Wonder Box.
• Point to the Unit 3 Faith Word Poster, and invite the children to wonder about what

the word proclaim means.
• Invite the kids to join you in a circle.

SAY: This month we are hearing stories about a man named Paul. In today’s story,
Paul and his friend, Silas, go to jail.
ASK: Why do you think they were put in jail?
• We recommend reading a story each week from the Celebrate Wonder Bible

Storybook. Allow an elementary kid to read, “Paul and Silas in Prison” (pp. 294–5),
from the storybook.
PRAY: Dear God, help us to show your love through our actions. Amen.

Paul and Silas in Prison – Preschool
Supplies: Reproducible Kids’ Book, crayons
Prepare Ahead: Photocopy “Paul and Silas in Prison” (Reproducible 12A)
for each preschooler.
• Invite the preschoolers to use crayons to color the picture. Invite elementary kids to

help the preschoolers follow the directions on the pages.
SAY: Paul and Silas traveled together to proclaim Jesus’ message of love. There
were some people who didn’t like their message, so they were put in jail.
ASK: What do you think happened next?

Songs of Praise – Younger Elementary
Supplies: Reproducible Kids’ Book, pens or pencils
Prepare Ahead: Photocopy “Songs of Praise” (Reproducible 12B) for each child.
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SAY: Paul and Silas were arrested and put in prison. That didn’t stop them from
proclaiming Jesus’ message of love through songs of praise.
• Invite the kids to match the musical notes on the left with the ones on the right..

Missing Memory Verse Vowels – Older Elementary
Supplies: Reproducible Kids’ Book, pencils, CEB Bible
Prepare Ahead: Photocopy “Missing Memory Verse Vowels” (Reproducible 12C) for
each child.
SAY: This month we have been learning a memory verse about proclaiming. The
verse comes from this week’s story.
• Invite the kids to add the vowels back into the words to solve the puzzle.
• Encourage the kids to read the memory verse once they have solved the puzzle.

Proclaiming Jesus’ Message – All Ages
Supplies: Reproducible Kids’ Book, crayons or markers
Prepare Ahead: Photocopy “Proclaiming Jesus’ Message” (Reproducible 12D) for
each child.
SAY: Paul and Silas proclaimed Jesus’ message of love. This was the most important
message to them.
ASK: What is the most important message to you?
• Encourage the kids to reflect on what cause they want to tell others about.
• Invite the children to draw or write a message about their causes on their papers.
• Encourage them to share about their messages with the group.

Wonder Time
Interactive Bible Story
Supplies: Reproducible Kids’ Book
Prepare Ahead: Photocopy today’s Take-Home Pages from the Reproducible Kids’
Book, 12F–12G. Display the Unit 3 Bible Verse Poster (Class Pack—pp. 9 & 16).
• Invite several readers to take turns reading the story, one section at a time.

WONDER: What were Paul and Silas teaching through their actions?
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Share a Story
Supplies: Celebrate Wonder DVD, TV, DVD player
• Invite the children to join you, and to sit in a circle on the floor.
• Watch the Session 12 video (Celebrate Wonder DVD).

Wonder with Me
Supplies: Class Pack, Wonder Box, scissors
Prepare Ahead: Lay out the Unit 3 Wonder Story Mat (Class Pack—pp. 7 & 18). Cut
out the Unit 3 story figures (Class Pack—p. 3).
• Place the Wonder Box on the Unit 3 Wonder Story Mat.

SAY: Today’s Faith Word is proclaim.
• Show the children the Unit 3 Faith Word Poster (Class Pack—p. 21).

SAY: Proclaim means to share out loud what you believe about your faith.
• Point to the portrait of Paul.

WONDER together:
❍ How do you think the enslaved woman felt when she was healed?
❍ Why did the jailer invite Paul and Silas to his house?
❍ How will your actions proclaim God’s love?
• Add the portrait of Silas to the poster.
• Open the Wonder Box to reveal the musical note.

WONDER: Why do you think there is a musical note in our Wonder Box this week?

Experience Wonder
Advocacy is Faithful (Art)
Supplies: posterboards, markers, optional: magazines that can be cut up
SAY: Paul and Silas helped the woman in today’s story. They healed her and that set
her free. Their actions showed God’s love and desire for everyone to be free and
cared for.
SAY: Today, this is called advocacy. Advocacy is standing up for others. Advocacy is
making sure everything is fair and just.
ASK: What is a cause that you feel needs to be stood up for?
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• Invite the kids talk about the causes they drew about in “Proclaiming Jesus’ Message”.

ASK: Why is this important?
• Encourage the kids to make a big poster that teaches the congregation about their

causes and how the congregation can help.

Examine the Bible Verse
SAY: Our Unit 3 Bible verse is Acts 16:17b. Find it in your Bibles.
ASK: Is the Book of Acts in the Old or New Testament? (New) Where is Acts located
in the New Testament? (right after the Gospel books) In what chapter of Acts is our
verse located? (16) What is the verse number? (17)
• Gather the kids around the Unit 3 Bible Verse Poster. Read it together.

ASK: What is the reference for our verse? (Acts 16:17)
SAY: Our Bible verse is from the story we heard today. Paul and Silas healed the
woman and this is what she says!

Peaceful Place
Supplies: copies of the Unit 3 Faith Word (Leader Guide—p. 115); Celebrate Wonder
Bible Storybook; suggested book: Ordinary Mary’s Extraordinary Deed, by Emily
Pearson; paper; crayons or markers; stationary; pens or pencils
Tip: All of the supplies/activities suggested for the Peaceful Place are optional.
• Assist the children, as needed, as they interact with the items provided.
• Encourage the children to color the Unit 3 Faith Word coloring page.
• Invite the children to write letters like Paul did.
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Go in Peace
Spiritual Practice – Exploring Proclamation Through
Preaching
SAY: A spiritual practice is something we do to help us connect to and spend time
with God. It doesn’t have to be the same thing every time, but it can be. A spiritual
practice can be praying silently or out loud, dancing, singing, walking, breathing,
drawing, chanting, or speaking blessings.
• Guide the children through a spiritual practice and invite them to repeat after you:
❍ LEADER SAYS: My voice is important.
❍ CLASS SAYS: My voice is important.
❍ LEADER SAYS: My voice matters.
❍ CLASS SAYS: My voice matters.
❍ LEADER SAYS: Thank you, God, for my voice.
❍ CLASS SAYS: Thank you, God, for my voice.

PRAY: Dear God, help us proclaim your love in all we say and do. Amen.
• Bless the children before they leave. Touch each child on the hand as you

say this blessing: “You are important. You matter.”

Family Spiritual Practice
SAY: Let’s take a look at your Take-Home Pages for today (Reproducibles 12F–12G).
Ask your family to participate in this week’s spiritual practice and choose an issue to
support as a family.
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Supplemental Activities
Preschoolers – Building Block Earthquake
Supplies: building blocks, baking sheet
SAY: Paul and Silas were singing praises to God when an earthquake hit the jail they
were in. An earthquake is what happens when the land on earth rubs together. This
happens sometimes when the earth’s temperature changes or something happens
below the earth’s crust. It makes everything on the land rumble!
ASK: How do you think Peter, Silas, and the other people in the jail felt when the
earthquake hit?
• Invite the kids to build a building out of blocks on a baking sheet.
• Encourage the kids to wiggle the baking sheet and see what happens.
• Keep playing until each child has gotten to make an earthquake.

Early Elementary and Older Elementary –
Graham Cracker Earthquakes
Supplies: graham crackers, miniature marshmallows, frosting, plastic spoons, wax
paper, napkins, wet wipes
• Have the children wash their hands.

ASK: Do you know what an earthquake is? Have you ever experienced an
earthquake?
SAY: We are going to hear about an earthquake in our Bible story today. Right now
we are going to learn more about how earthquakes happen.
• Give each child a square of wax paper.
• Give each child a spoonful of frosting and encourage him or her to spread the

frosting out in a thick layer on the wax paper. Show the children a graham cracker
and tell them the size of the frosting layer needs to be slightly larger than a graham
cracker.
• Give each child a graham cracker.
• Have each child break the graham cracker into two squares along the perforation.
• Have each child lay the two graham cracker squares on top of the frosting layer

with the broken edges of the graham cracker together.
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SAY: The frosting on your wax paper represents magma. Magma is a semi-liquid
substance underneath the earth’s surface. The graham crackers represent the earth’s
surface. The surface of the earth is not one large piece, but rather is made up of
large pieces or “plates”.
• Give each child about 12 marshmallows.
• Encourage the children to stack the marshmallows to build towers on top of their

graham crackers.
SAY: Sometimes temperature changes or other events below the earth’s surface will
cause pieces of the earth to shift and rub against one another.
• Have each child slide one graham cracker square toward her or him while sliding

the other graham cracker square away.
• Have the children observe the crumbs that form as the graham crackers rub against

one another.
ASK: What happened to your marshmallow towers?
• Let the children eat their earthquake experiments.

Intergenerational Activity – Songs of Praise
Note: Each week we will feature a special intergenerational activity. Plan to invite
youth and adults to join you for these activities.
Supplies: Reproducible Kids’ Book, markers or crayons
Prepare Ahead: Photocopy “Songs of Praise” (Reproducible 12E) for each person.
SAY: In our Bible story, Paul and Silas sing songs of praise as a way to proclaim Jesus’
message of love. We’re going to sing songs together.
• Give each person a copy of “Songs of Praise” and play the song “Tell Somebody”

from the Celebrate Wonder Music CD.
• Sing along with the CD.
• Encourage the group to sing other songs together as a way to praise God and

proclaim Jesus’ message of love.
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13
“These people are servants of the Most High God! They are proclaiming a
way of salvation to you!” (Acts 16:17b)

Shipwrecked – Acts 27:1-44
Prepare to Wonder
Faith Word: PROCLAIM
The apostle Paul made many missionary journeys. Through Paul’s travels and his
efforts to share the good news with everyone he met, the word of God spread and
the early church continued to grow.
In today’s Bible story, Paul is being transported to Rome as a prisoner. However, Paul
was not destined for smooth sailing. The ship Paul was sailing on was delayed in its
journey by poor wind conditions. At one point Paul warned the captain that it was
not safe to sail and if they were to proceed their ship and cargo would be badly
damaged. Paul was offering advice based on his years of sailing experience. Paul’s
advice was ignored, however, and the ship sailed on.
Eventually the ship encountered hurricane force winds and was in such danger of
sinking that the crew began to throw cargo overboard to lighten the ship. After
several days of battling the fierce storm, the crew gave up all hope of being saved.
Paul, on the other hand, knew God intended for him to reach Rome in order to help
spread the good news there. He reported to the crew and other passengers he had
been visited by an angel who assured him the lives of everyone on the ship would be
saved. Paul not only had courage, but he encouraged those around him!
Though you may not be traveling across the country or sailing in a ship to new
destinations like Paul, you are on a missionary journey. Every week when you teach
Sunday school, you are helping share God’s love with others. God is accomplishing
great things through you!

Spiritual Practice for Adults
This month’s unit is about proclaiming the good news of God’s love. Paul proclaimed
a message of hope when the people on the ship with him felt hopeless. What words
of encouragement need to be shared this week to help spread hope to your group?
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Come Together
Come Together
Supplies: Class Pack, Celebrate Wonder Bible Storybook, Wonder Box, white cloth,
battery-operated candle, boat
Prepare Ahead: Set up a Wonder Table (see p. 3) with a white cloth, batteryoperated candle, and a Wonder Box (see p. 3). Display the Unit 3 Bible Verse Poster
(Class Pack—pp. 9 & 16) and Faith Word Poster (Class Pack—p. 21). Place a boat
inside the Wonder Box.
• Point to the Unit 3 Faith Word Poster, and invite the children to wonder about what

the word proclaim means.
• Invite the kids to join you in a circle.

SAY: This month we are hearing stories about a man named Paul. In today’s story,
Paul is on a boat headed to the city of Rome.
ASK: What do you think will happen in today’s story?
• We recommend reading a story each week from the Celebrate Wonder Bible

Storybook. Allow an elementary kid to read, “Shipwrecked” (pp. 296–7),
from the storybook.
PRAY: Dear God, thank you for encouragers. Help us encourage others, too. Amen.

Shipwrecked – Preschool
Supplies: Reproducible Kids’ Book, crayons
Prepare Ahead: Photocopy “Shipwrecked” (Reproducible 13A) for each preschooler.
• Invite the preschoolers to use crayons to color the picture. Invite elementary kids to

help the preschoolers follow the directions on the pages.
SAY: Paul was arrested. As a Roman citizen, he was allowed to ask to be taken to the
city of Rome for his trial. He had to get on a ship to sail to Rome. While on the ship,
the boat was in a shipwreck!

Sailing to Rome – Younger Elementary
Supplies: Reproducible Kids’ Book, pens or pencils
Prepare Ahead: Photocopy “Sailing to Rome” (Reproducible 13B) for each child.
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SAY: Paul was arrested. As a Roman citizen, he was allowed to ask to be taken to the
city of Rome for his trial. He had to get on a ship to sail to Rome. Solve the maze to
help Paul and the ship get to Rome.
• Invite the kids to solve the maze.
• When they are finished, they can color the picture.

Paul Word Search – Older Elementary
Supplies: Reproducible Kids’ Book, pencils, CEB Bible
Prepare Ahead: Photocopy “Paul Word Search” (Reproducible 13C) for each child.
SAY: This month, we learned a lot about Paul and the message of Jesus’ love he
proclaimed with the help of friends.
• Invite the kids to use the word bank to find and circle words from this month’s stories.

May Stars and Constellations – All Ages
Supplies: Reproducible Kids’ Book, crayons or markers
Prepare Ahead: Photocopy “May Stars and Constellations” (Reproducible 13D) for
each child.
• Hand out copies of Reproducible 13D.
• Invite the kids to look over the stars, constellations, and star pictures on the page.

ASK: Do you recognize any of the star pictures on the page?
• Invite the kids to share any star pictures they recognize. This sheet shows the same

stars and constellations that we saw in May. Use this opportunity to see if any kids
in your class have tried to find star pictures in the sky.
SAY: This fall, we began looking at the night sky to see star pictures. If you are
having trouble finding these shapes, here’s a tip.
• Point to Orion on the star chart.

SAY: Orion is the figure of a man. His belt has three bright stars that are pretty easy
to find in the winter sky. If you can find the belt, you might be able to find some of
the other stars and constellations on the sheet.
• Invite the kids to take the sheets home and look at the sky.
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Wonder Time
Interactive Bible Story
Supplies: Reproducible Kids’ Book
Prepare Ahead: Photocopy today’s Take-Home Pages from the Reproducible Kids’
Book, 13F–13G. Display the Unit 3 Bible Verse Poster (Class Pack—pp. 9 & 16).
• Invite several readers to take turns reading the story, one section at a time.

WONDER: What do you think the ship’s crew thought about Paul’s proclamation?

Share a Story
Supplies: Celebrate Wonder DVD, TV, DVD player
• Invite the children to join you, sitting in a circle on the floor.
• Watch the Session 13 video (Celebrate Wonder DVD).

Wonder with Me
Supplies: Class Pack, Wonder Box, scissors
Prepare Ahead: Lay out the Unit 3 Wonder Story Mat (Class Pack—pp. 7 & 18). Cut
out the Unit 3 story figures (Class Pack—p. 3).
• Place the Wonder Box on the Unit 3 Wonder Story Mat.

SAY: Today’s Faith Word is proclaim.
• Show the children the Unit 3 Faith Word Poster (Class Pack—p. 21).

SAY: Proclaim means to share out loud what you believe about your faith.
• Point to the portrait of Paul.

WONDER together:
❍ What do you say to your friends when they need encouragement?
❍ What makes you feel hopeful?
❍ How will your actions proclaim God’s love?
• Add the portrait of the ship’s crew to the poster.
• Open the Wonder Box to reveal the boat.

WONDER: Why do you think there is a boat in our Wonder Box this week?
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Experience Wonder
Messages of Hope (Art)
Supplies: paper bowls or cups, measuring cups, water, cornstarch, food coloring,
paintbrushes
SAY: Paul encouraged the crew and the passengers when everyone was scared. He
told them that God would keep them safe. This made the people hopeful for safety.
Sharing hope with others is an important part of proclaiming the good news of Jesus’
love. We’re going to make sidewalk chalk paint to write messages of hope for our
congregation.
• Give each child a bowl or cup.
• Invite the kids to measure out and mix two tablespoons of water with two

tablespoons of cornstarch in their bowls.
• Encourage them to add eight drops of food coloring into their bowls to

make chalk paint.
• If you are able, invite the kids to make more than one color.
• Invite the kids to take their chalk paint and a brush outdoors to paint messages

of hope for your congregation.

Examine the Bible Verse
SAY: Our Unit 3 Bible verse is Acts 16:17b. Find it in your Bibles.
ASK: Is the Book of Acts in the Old or New Testament? (New) Where is Acts located
in the New Testament? (right after the Gospel books) In what chapter of Acts is our
verse located? (16) What is the verse number? (17)
• Gather the kids around the Unit 3 Bible Verse Poster. Read it together.

ASK: What is the reference for our verse? (Acts 16:17)
SAY: Our Bible verse is from the story we heard today. Paul and Silas healed the
woman and this is what she says!

Peaceful Place
Supplies: copies of the Unit 3 Faith Word (Leader Guide—p. 115;, Celebrate Wonder
Bible Storybook; suggested book: Say Something, by Peter H. Reynolds; paper;
crayons or markers; stationary; pens or pencils
Tip: All of the supplies/activities suggested for the Peaceful Place are optional.
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• Assist the children, as needed, as they interact with the items provided.
• Encourage the children to color the Unit 3 Faith Word coloring page.
• Invite the children to write letters like Paul did.

Go in Peace
Spiritual Practice – Exploring Proclamation Through
Preaching
SAY: A spiritual practice is something we do to help us connect to and spend time
with God. It doesn’t have to be the same thing every time, but it can be. A spiritual
practice can be praying silently or out loud, dancing, singing, walking, breathing,
drawing, chanting, or speaking blessings.
• Guide the children through a spiritual practice and invite them to repeat after you:
❍ LEADER SAYS: My voice is important.
❍ CLASS SAYS: My voice is important.
❍ LEADER SAYS: My voice matters.
❍ CLASS SAYS: My voice matters.
❍ LEADER SAYS: Thank you, God, for my voice.
❍ CLASS SAYS: Thank you, God, for my voice.

PRAY: Dear God, help us proclaim your love in all we say and do. Amen.
• Bless the children before they leave. Touch each child on the hand as you

say this blessing: “You are important. You matter.”

Family Spiritual Practice
SAY: Let’s take a look at your Take-Home Pages for today (Reproducibles 13F–13G).
Ask your family to participate in this week’s spiritual practice and talk about how to
prepare for the unexpected as a family.

Supplemental Activities
Preschoolers – Sink or Float
Supplies: water table or bin, water, items that sink, items that float
SAY: Some things float on the water and some things sink in water.
ASK: What do you think these items will do? Will they sink or float?
• Invite the kids to test their hypothesizes by placing the items in the water.
• Encourage the kids to play in the water.
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• Keep playing until you are ready to move to the next activity.

SAY: When the boat Paul was on get shipwrecked, all of the people swam safely to
shore just like Paul said they would.

Early Elementary – Sea Storm
Supplies: soft ball, sheet or blanket
Prepare Ahead: Spread a sheet out in a clear area. Place the ball in the center of the
sheet.
• Have the children sit in a circle around the sheet.

ASK: What does a wave at the ocean look like?
• Encourage the kids to make wave movements with their bodies.

SAY: Waves are smooth and dependable until a storm moves in. Then they get big
and sporadic. We’re going to make our sheet move like a sea storm! The ball in the
middle will represent Paul’s ship.
ASK: What do you think that sea storm looked like?
• Invite the kids to hold onto the edge of the sheet and make sea storm waves.
• Then encourage the kids to make calm sea waves.
• Keep alternating between calm waves and the sea storm until you are ready to

move on.

Older Elementary – Watercolor Painting
Supplies: card stock, watercolors, paintbrushes, water, cups
Prepare Ahead: Put a little water in the cups for the children to rinse their
paintbrushes in.
• Give each child a piece of card stock, watercolors, a paintbrush, and a cup of water.

ASK: What have you learned about proclaiming and proclamation this month?
SAY: Our words and actions teach people what is important to us. Paul proclaimed
the good news of Jesus’ love.
ASK: What do your words and actions proclaim?
• Invite the kids to paint a picture. It can be of their proclamations, or one of the

stories they heard this month in Sunday school.
• Set the paintings aside to dry.
• When they are dry, encourage the kids to talk about their art with the group.
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Intergenerational Activity – Paul Review
Note: Each week we will feature a special intergenerational activity. Plan to invite
youth and adults to join you for these activities.
Supplies: Reproducible Kids’ Book, pencils, beanbag
Prepare Ahead: Photocopy “Paul Review” (Reproducible 13E) for each person.
• Have the group stand in a circle.

SAY: We have learned a lot of things about Paul this month. Let’s take some time to
review what we know about Paul.
• Show the group the beanbag.

SAY: I am going to share one thing I remember about Paul and then I will gently
toss the beanbag to someone else. That person will share one thing he or she
remembers about Paul and then toss the beanbag on to someone else and so forth.
Let’s find out how much we remember about Paul. Oh, one other thing. When you
toss the beanbag, you must toss it under one leg.
• Play the game, making sure everyone gets a turn. If needed, ask questions to help

the group remember what has been taught this month.
• Continue playing until no one can think of any new information about Paul to share.
• Have the group sit down.
• Give each child a copy of “Paul Review” and a pencil.

SAY: We have been talking about Paul and how he change his heart and life. I invite
you to spend some time reflecting on what that means to you personally. You will not
be asked to share your answers. These are your own personal reflections.
• Give the group time to reflect and write (or draw).

PRAY: God, thank you for loving us. Change our hearts and help us to change our
lives and live as you want us to live. Amen.
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Celebration Chart
Place this chart on your refrigerator, kitchen table, or in an easy-to-access place. Throughout
the week, have your child mark a space each time he or she completes an item on the chart.
When a vertical, horizontal, or diagonal line is completed, celebrate together!

I made
peace after
a fight.

I tried to see
someone
else’s view.

I showed
peace.

I prayed for
peace.

I was kind
to a family
member.

I wondered
about
something.

I noticed awe
in nature.

I asked a
hard
question.

I saw God
working in
the world.

I learned
something
new.

Free
Celebration!

I shared
something
important
with a friend
or family
member.

I trusted in
God’s love.

I trusted
God.

I prayed.

I played
with a new
friend.

I was
trustworthy
today.

I wondered
I spent time
I talked about
about a Bible
with my Bible.
a Bible story.
story.

I learned a
new Bible
story.

I cooked
something.

I helped
someone in
my family.

I went
outside.
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Celebrate Wonder
Family Letter
Talking about Holy Week and Easter with your kids can feel overwhelming.
Some of us grew up in faith traditions that openly discussed Jesus’ death. Some
of us grew up in faith traditions that went into so much detail about Jesus’ death
when we were very young and now we aren’t sure how to talk about Jesus’ death
with our own children. If this is you, you’re not alone. Many of us do not know how
to talk about death, let alone the state-sanctioned killing of Jesus.
So, how do we talk about Jesus’ crucifixion in age-appropriate ways
with our children?
Our youngest children only need to know that Jesus was killed. If your child follows
up with a question about how, answer by saying Jesus was killed on a cross. Usually,
this is where your child will end the conversation. If you have a very inquisitive child
and they ask another follow-up question about this, you can ask your child what
they have heard about Jesus’ death. After you have more information about what
your child knows, you will be able to address your child’s specific question. There is
no need to go into detail about what crucifixion is.
Our elementary-age children will want to build on the above answer and will want
know why Jesus was killed when he was such a good person. By this age, fairness
is very important. Answer your child by talking about what the Bible says—Jesus
was killed because there were some leaders who didn’t like what Jesus was saying
and doing. The way to keep Jesus from saying and doing the things the leaders
didn’t like was to kill him. Your child may respond with tears and disbelief. That’s
okay! It’s sad and hard to wrap our heads around.
Our oldest children will have heard the story of Jesus’ death and resurrection many
times. It’s time to build on the answers you have given them before. Jesus was not
only killed, Jesus was killed by the Roman government. The Roman
government killed lots of people on crosses as a way to show their
power. It was a terrible death and was meant to scare people into
submission. Jesus would not stop doing his ministry. Even death
wasn’t going to scare him into stopping.
Trust yourself as you have this conversations. Know that you can
say you don’t know an answer to a question. Commit to finding the
answer together. If you need extra help, ask your pastoral team for
resources.
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Faith Word—Unit 2
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Using This Kit in a
One-Room Ministry
Everything you need to lead faith formation with all ages in one classroom is
found in this Kit.
Each week start by reviewing the session. Read the “Prepare to Wonder” section and
do the spiritual practice for adults. This background information helps you navigate
any questions your class may have. The spiritual practice helps prepare your heart for
the coming class time.
When your class gathers, start by inviting the children into the classroom to mark
their attendance on the Attendance Chart (Class Pack). Tell the children what Faith
Word they will learn about that week. Let the children choose to do something from
the Peaceful Place while you wait to start.
When you are ready to begin, invite all the children to join you to read the story
from the Celebrate Wonder Bible Storybook. Then guide the preschoolers to do
the coloring page, the younger-elementary kids to do their reproducible, and the
older-elementary kids to do their reproducible. There is also always one activity
everyone can do together. You may choose to do this instead of or in addition to the
reproducible activities.
Next, your whole class will participate in an interactive retelling of the Bible story,
watch the session’s video from the Celebrate Wonder DVD, and wonder together.
You will use the Wonder Story Mat (Class Pack), Faith Word Poster (Class Pack), and
Wonder Box (see p. 3) during this time.
Then your class will respond to the story. There are activities to choose from: an allages activity, the Peaceful Place, and supplemental activities.
Finally, you will gather the group back together to participate in a spiritual practice
and a blessing. You will send home the Take-Home Reproducible pages that include
a retelling of the week’s Bible story, a spiritual practice for the family to do together
that week, and a pen-and-paper activity that each child can do on her or his own that
week.
We have also included supplemental activities—one for preschoolers, one for earlyelementary kids, one for older-elementary kids, and one for intergenerational groups.
If your group leans more heavily with one of these ages, you are welcome to include
one of these activities in your session.
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Using This Kit in a
One-Room Ministry
You know your kids best. You know your volunteers best.
Some groups prefer to have more time to work alone, and some prefer to have
more time to work together.
Some volunteers want to be able to choose their own activities, and some
want you to have worked all of that out before they enter the room to lead
the session. The most important part of ministry is connecting with one
another as you grow together in God’s love.
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Using This Kit in an
Age-Graded Ministry
Everything you need to lead faith formation with each age group in their own
space is found in this Kit.
Each week start by reviewing the session. Read the “Prepare to Wonder” section
and do the spiritual practice for adults. This background information helps you
navigate any questions your class may have. The spiritual practice helps prepare your
heart for the coming class time. Include this page in the packet you prepare for each
volunteer.
Preschool Groups
Start by inviting the children into their classrooms to mark their attendance on the
Attendance Chart (Class Pack). Tell the children what Faith Word they will learn that
week. Let the children choose to do something from the Peaceful Place while you
wait to start.
When you are ready to begin, invite all of the children to join you to read the story
from the Celebrate Wonder Bible Storybook. Then guide the preschoolers to do the
coloring page. Next, your class will listen to an interactive retelling of the Bible story,
watch the session’s video from the Celebrate Wonder DVD, and wonder together.
You will use the Wonder Story Mat (Class Pack), Faith Word Poster (Class Pack), and
Wonder Box (see p. 3) during this time.
Then your class will respond to the story. There are activities to choose from: an
any-ages activity, the Peaceful Place, and the supplemental activity for preschoolers.
Choose one activity for everyone to do together, and then allow the children to play
in the Peaceful Place.
Early Elementary Groups
Start by inviting the children into their classrooms to mark their attendance on the
Attendance Chart (Class Pack). Tell the children what Faith Word they will learn that
week. Let the children choose to do something from the Peaceful Place while you
wait to start.
When you are ready to begin, invite all of the children to join you to read the story
from the Celebrate Wonder Bible Storybook. Then invite the children to do the earlyelementary reproducible page. There is also always one Come Together activity that
you can choose to include. You may choose to do this instead of or in addition to the
reproducible page.
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Using This Kit in an
Age-Graded Ministry
Next, your class will read an interactive retelling of the Bible story, watch the session’s
video from the Celebrate Wonder DVD, and wonder together. You will use the
Wonder Story Mat (Class Pack), Faith Word Poster (Class Pack), and Wonder Box
(see p. 3) during this time.
Then your class will respond to the story. There are activities to choose from: an
any-ages activity, the Peaceful Place, and the early-elementary supplemental activity.
Choose one activity for everyone to do together and then allow the children to play
in the Peaceful Place.
Older Elementary Groups
Start by inviting the children into their classrooms to mark their attendance on the
Attendance Chart (Class Pack). Tell the children what Faith Word they will learn that
week. Let the children choose to do something from the Peaceful Place while you
wait to start.
When you are ready to begin, invite the children to do the older-elementary
reproducible page. Do the all-ages Come Together activity in addition to the
reproducible page.
Next, your class will perform the interactive retelling of the Bible story, watch the
session’s video from the Celebrate Wonder DVD, and wonder together. You will use
the Wonder Story Mat (Class Pack), Faith Word Poster (Class Pack), and Wonder Box
(see p. 3) during this time.
Then your class will respond to the story. There are activities to choose from: an
any-ages activity, the Peaceful Place, and the older-elementary supplemental activity.
Choose one activity for everyone to do together and then allow the children to play
in the Peaceful Place.
Everyone will end their time together this way:
Finally, you will gather the group back together to participate in a spiritual practice
and a blessing. You will send home the Take-Home Reproducible pages that have a
retelling of the week’s Bible story, something for the family to do together that week,
and a pen-and-paper activity that each child can do on his or her own that week.
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Using This Kit with
Large and Small Groups
Start with the Large Group Time:
1. Everyone will watch the session’s video from the DVD.
2. W
 onder together using the unit’s Wonder Story Mat and Faith Word Poster found
in the Class Pack. Show the class what is in the Wonder Box and ask them what
that might have to do with this week’s story.
3. Send the kids to their small groups.
Small Group Time:
1. Invite the children into their classrooms to mark their attendance on the
Attendance Chart (Class Pack).
2. Read the Bible story from the Celebrate Wonder Bible Storybook or the Bible.
3. Do the reproducible that coordinates with the age group of your small group.
4. D
 o the any-ages activity, the interactive retelling of the Bible story, and then allow
the children to play in the Peaceful Place.
5. G
 ather the group back together to participate in a spiritual practice and a blessing.
You will send home the Take-Home Reproducible pages that include a retelling of
the week’s Bible story, something for the family to do together that week, and a
pen-and-paper activity that each child can do on her or his own that week.
If your Small Group needs more:
We have also included supplemental activities—one for preschoolers, one for earlyelementary kids, and one for older-elementary kids. If your group leans more heavily
with one of these ages, you are welcome to include one of these activities in your
session.
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Using This Kit with
Large and Small Groups
The Leader Guide will have to be moved around to create an easy-to-follow
plan for your volunteer teachers. The easiest way to do this is to:
1. Open the PDF of the Leader Guide.
1a. If you have Adobe Acrobat Pro, go to File>Save As>Microsoft Word>Word
Document. This will turn the PDF into a Word file.
1b. If you don’t have Adobe Acrobat Pro, open Microsoft Word. You will select
the text from the PDF and then paste it into the Word file.
2. Arrange the activities from each session in the order that makes the most sense
for your kids and volunteers.
3. Print your version of the plan and place it in each classroom.
4. Email your version of the plan to your volunteers.
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Using This Kit in
Intergenerational Ministry
Everything you need to lead faith formation with all ages, including youth and
adults, in one classroom is found in this Kit.
Each week start by reviewing the session. Read the “Prepare to Wonder” section and
do the spiritual practice for adults. This background information helps you navigate
any questions your class may have. The spiritual practice helps prepare your heart for
the coming class time.
When your class gathers, start by inviting everyone into the classroom to mark their
attendance on the Attendance Chart (Class Pack). Tell each participant what Faith
Word they will learn about that week. Let everyone choose to do something from the
Peaceful Place while you wait to start.
When you are ready to begin, invite everyone to join you to read the story from
the Celebrate Wonder Bible Storybook. Then guide everyone to choose one
of the reproducible activities to complete. There is also always one activity that
everyone can do together. You may choose to do this instead of or in addition to the
reproducible activities.
Next, your whole class will participate in the interactive retelling of the Bible story,
watch the session’s video from the Celebrate Wonder DVD, and wonder together.
You will use the Wonder Story Mat (Class Pack), Faith Word Poster (Class Pack), and
Wonder Box (see p. 3) during this time.
Then your class will respond to the story. There are activities to choose from: an
all-ages activity, an intergenerational activity found in the supplemental activities
section, and the Peaceful Place. Your group should do the intergenerational activity,
then they can do any of the other activities that work well for your group.
Finally, you will gather the group back together to participate in a spiritual practice
and a blessing. You will send home the Take-Home Reproducible pages that include
a retelling of the week’s Bible story, something for each family to do together that
week, and a pen-and-paper activity that everyone can do on his or her own that
week.
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Using This Kit with
Your Family at Home
Everything you need to lead faith formation with your family at home is found
in this Kit.
Each week start by reviewing the session. Read the “Prepare to Wonder” section and
do the spiritual practice for adults. This background information helps you navigate
any questions your kids may have. The spiritual practice helps prepare your heart for
the time you will spend with your family.
When you are ready to begin, invite everyone to listen as the story is read from the
Celebrate Wonder Bible Storybook. Then guide everyone to choose one of the
reproducible activities to complete.
Next, watch the session’s video from the Celebrate Wonder DVD and wonder
together. You will use the Wonder Story Mat (Class Pack), Faith Word Poster (Class
Pack), and Wonder Box (see p. 3) during this time.
Then respond to the story. There are activities to choose from: an all-ages activity,
any of the supplemental activities, and the Peaceful Place. Your family can do any or
all of these.
Finally, you will participate in a spiritual practice and a blessing.
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Using This Kit in
Synchronous Virtual Ministry
Everything you need to lead faith formation virtually is found in this Kit.
Each week start by reviewing the session. Read the “Prepare to Wonder” section and
do the spiritual practice for adults. This background information helps you navigate
any questions your kids may have. The spiritual practice helps prepare your heart for
the time you will spend together.
You can:
• Email each family the reproducible pages for the week. Encourage them to print

off the pages for each person in their home, or
• Mail each family the reproducible pages for the week.

Invite each family to join you through an online video conference platform, like
Zoom. Make sure to email the link the morning of the online gathering to remind
your families that you will be hosting a faith-formation event.
When you are ready to begin, invite everyone to listen as the story is read from the
Celebrate Wonder Bible Storybook. Then guide everyone to choose one of the
reproducible activities to complete. You can use this time while everyone is working
on their reproducible pages to catch up on joys and concerns.
Next, watch the session’s video from the Celebrate Wonder Downloadable DVD and
wonder together. You will use the Wonder Story Mat, Faith Word Poster, and Wonder
Box (see p. 3) during this time.
Then respond to the story by doing the suggested art activity in the Peaceful Place
and watching a YouTube video of the suggested book being read.
Finally, you lead the families in a spiritual practice and a blessing.
Zoom fatigue is real, AND our families want to stay connected in safe ways.
Keep this gathering under thirty minutes, and be sure to use the time to catch
up. Everyone is going through collective trauma, and they need you to be
present more than they need you to teach them Bible stories.
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Set up a Google Classroom or a Bitmoji Classroom using the digital assets.
Your families will go through the lesson as they are able each week, instead of
committing to a virtual meeting time.
Check out what Erica Kozlowski at Central United Methodist is doing in her
Bitmoji Sunday School Room:
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1dJldspSipOK3Esorwj8Gz_
d4eit7WdfWkVwHVKewt-s/edit#slide=id.p
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Classroom Management Tips
• Look over and plan your session before you get to your class.
• Greet the children at the door and involve them immediately in the session.
• Give a five-minute warning when it’s time to move to a new activity.
• Give your children leadership roles. Preschoolers can be line leaders to

help the children move to the story area. Older children can read the Bible
story out loud. Be sure to ask for volunteers. If a child doesn’t want to read
aloud, let the child pass.

• Check for allergies before serving snacks.
• Always overplan. It’s better to run out of time than to run short on a lesson.
• Review the session plan for resources you might need to gather that aren’t

in the church supplies.

• Gain the kids’ attention.
• Ask the kids to look at you. Wait until everyone is looking. It’s better for

teachers to say, “Point your eyes toward me,” and wait for compliance
instead of saying, “Stop talking, turn around, and look at me.”

• Start with small consequences. When a rule is broken, assign the smallest

consequence possible and see if that gets the job done.
• Using appropriate curriculum is a classroom-management strategy.
• Assigning age-appropriate work eliminates the risk of kids not being able

to do the activities.
• Rehearse transitions. Most disruptions occur between activities.
• Anticipate problems and be creative in preventing or handling them.
• Turn a problematic situation into a positive learning event.
• Find things to appreciate. Start class by looking for things to delight in.
• Create an inclusive environment.
• Be clear up front about expectations and intentions.
• Use inclusive language.
• Ask for clarification if you’re unclear about a kid’s question.
• Treat all of your kids with respect and consideration.
• Develop an awareness of barriers to learning (cultural, social, experiential).
• Provide sufficient time and space for kids to gather their thoughts and

contribute to discussions.
• Use hand signals and other nonverbal communication.
• Sometimes the behavior of a single child can become so disruptive that

you can’t teach the session. Get help! If certain children are repeatedly
disruptive, add more adults to your group, or ask parents and caregivers
for helpful ways to care for and engage their child.
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Child’s Name ______________________________________________________________
Parent Name(s) _____________________________________________________________
Address ___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
Phone ____________________________________________
Child’s Birthday ____________________________________ Age ____________________
Child’s Brothers and Sisters:
Name __________________________________________ Age _______________________
Name __________________________________________ Age _______________________
Name __________________________________________ Age _______________________

Grandparents or other adults your child sees often and is close to:
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
Allergies or situations the teacher should know about:
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
Parent will be at:
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
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SCOPE AND SEQUENCE
FALL 2021 – SUMMER 2022

WHAT IS THE MOST IMPORTANT PRAYER OF ALL?

Fall 2021

Winter 2021–22

Spring 2022

Summer 2022

UNIT 1:
RECONCILIATION

UNIT 1: ADVENT

UNIT 1: LENT

UNIT 1: SPIRIT

Joseph and His Brothers
Genesis 37

Mary’s Good News
Luke 1:26-38

Ten Men with Skin Disease
Luke 17:11-19

Pentecost
Acts 2:1-41

Joseph in Egypt
Genesis 39:20–40:23

Mary and Elizabeth
Luke 1:39-66

A Blind Man Is Healed
Luke 18:35-43

Philip and the Ethiopian
Acts 8:26-40

Joseph Saves the Day
Genesis 41:1-57

Jesus’ Birth
Luke 2:1-20

The Last Supper
Matthew 26:17-35

Spiritual Gifts
1 Corinthians 12:1-11

Joseph and His Brothers
Reunited
Genesis 42:1–46:34

Simeon and Anna
Luke 2:21-38

In the Garden
Matthew 26:36-46

Fruit of the Spirit
Galatians 5:22-23

UNIT 2: AWE

UNIT 2: JOURNEY

UNIT 2: HOLY WEEK

UNIT 2: PRAISE

The Baby in the Basket
Exodus 1:8-14; 2:1-10

Jesus in the Temple
Luke 2:41-52

Peter’s Denial
Matthew 26:69-75

David Dances
2 Samuel 6:12-19

God Speaks to Moses
Exodus 3:1-22

Jesus’ Baptism
Luke 3:1-22

Palm Sunday
John 12:12-19

Shout with Joy
Psalm 100

Moses and the Pharaoh
Exodus 5:1–13:9

Temptation in the Desert
Luke 4:1-13

Easter
John 20:1-18

Praise the Lord
Psalm 150

Crossing the Sea
Exodus 13:17–14:31

Jesus in the Synagogue
Luke 4:14-30

Breakfast on the Beach
John 21:1-19

Mary’s Song
Luke 1:46-55

Moses and Miriam
Celebrate
Exodus 15:1-21

Jesus Heals
Luke 4:38-44

UNIT 3: TRUST

UNIT 3: WONDER

UNIT 3: PROCLAIM

UNIT 3: SCRIPTURE

The Wilderness
Exodus 15:22–17:7

The Five Friends
Luke 5:17-26

Paul Is Changed
Acts 9:1-20

Wise Writings
Proverbs 6:6-8; 10:1; 17:17

Healing the Man with
the Withered Hand
Luke 6:6-11

Paul Escapes with Help
Acts 9:21-25

Everything Has a Season
Ecclesiastes 3:1-8

A House for God
Exodus 25:1–31:18;
35:4–40:38

A Servant Is Healed
Luke 7:1-10

Paul and Timothy
Acts 16:1-5;
2 Timothy 1:5-7

Paul Writes to
the Corinthians
1 Corinthians 12:12-31

Elizabeth and Zechariah
Luke 1:5-25

Jairus’s Daughter
Luke 8:40-42, 49-56

Paul and Silas in Prison
Acts 16:16-40

Paul Writes to
the Philippians
Philippians 4:8-9, 13

Shipwrecked
Acts 27:1-44
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In The Most Important Prayer of All: Stella Learns
the Lord’s Prayer, a grandfather and granddaughter
talk about the Lord’s Prayer as he teaches it to her
one night and she asks questions about what it
means. This book, written by Adam Hamilton based
on conversations with his own granddaughter,
helps children ages 3–12 learn the Lord’s Prayer and
understand its meaning.
Sold in packs of 10 for churches to purchase
and give to families, this book is perfect for parents,
9781791021399 $24.99 (Pack of 10)

Learn more at Cokesbury.com or call 800-672-1789

grandparents, and other caregivers
to read with children.
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Salt and Light
Matthew 5:13-16

The Ten Commandments
Exodus 19:1–20:21

Celebrate Wonder All Ages • Spring 2022

Introducing Adam Hamilton’s
New Children’s Book

9/9/21 12:47 PM

If you have questions or comments,
call toll free: 800-672-1789.
Or email customerhelp@cokesbury.com.
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Celebrate Wonder
All Ages
Celebrate Wonder All Ages is flexible Christian faith formation for children and
their families. Working with children’s ministry leaders from all over the US,
we adapted our resources to make it easier for you to adapt our resources.
Are you relaunching in-person ministry with children and their families?
This is for you.
Are you a one-room Sunday school? This is for you.
Are you doing ministry virtually? This is for you.
No matter what your ministry needs are, Celebrate Wonder All Ages makes it
easy for you to share God’s love with the children in your midst.

www.cokesburykids.com
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